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Abstract
In this thesis, I describe together structures, a representation that facilitates the dis-
covery of local pockets of regularity in large, complex databases. An implemented
system, based on together structures, unlike traditional systems based on statistics,
focuses in on regularities in domains in which most of the data contains little reg-
ularity. The together structure representation is expressive, recursive, and memory
intensive. In this thesis, I develop the together structure idea and demonstrate the
value of the idea using illustrations from problems in information retrieval, financial
time series analysis, and chess.
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Chapter 1
Overview
In this thesis, I describe together structures, a representation that facilitates the dis-
covery of local pockets of regularity in large, complex databases. Using problems from
information retrieval, financial time series analysis and chess, I show that an imple-
mented system, based on together structures, focuses in on regularities in domains in
which most of the data contains little regularity.
In this chapter, I address the following questions:
* What is database mining and why is it important?
* What are together structures?
* What are some of the properties of together structures?
1.1 Background
Uncovering regularities in mountains of data is one of the outstanding problems in the
field of artificial intelligence with practical applications in a wide variety of real-world
domains.
In this thesis I describe together structures, a representation I have devised for
capturing co-occurrences. When coupled with a straightforward search procedure,
together structures have uncovered performance improving regularities in information
retrieval applications (see Chapter 2), in a stock market application (see Chapter 3),
and in a chess game application (see Chapter 4).
1.2 Desiderata: What do we want from a database
mining system?
Despite the large and growing need for database mining systems, there are few general
algorithms that can be applied to this task. database mining algorithms must meet
several important criteria before they can be widely applied.
First, database mining algorithms must be fast. Gigabyte sized databases with
hundreds of thousands of examples are common in real-world applications so each
example can take no more than a few seconds to process. This requirement rules out
many concept learning algorithms, such as standard backpropagation neural networks
[27] and genetic algorithms [30], because, although they are well suited for small
databases, they make many slow, laborious passes through the data and often require
several hours to reach equilibrium on databases with just a few thousand instances.
Second, the system must be able to work with many different types of data.
Real-world databases are heterogenous, combining both numerical and non-numerical
data. Many fast statistical techniques, such as multiple linear regression and principal
component analysis, require the data to be expressed in numerical form. Likewise,
instance based learning algorithms [3] that use Euclidean distance measures must
map non-numerical attributes into a numerical form. If a natural order does not exist
for the different values of the non-numerical attribute, then mapping them onto a
numerical attribute imposes a false regularity on the data that makes uncovering real
regularities more difficult.
Third, database mining systems must be able to uncover a wide variety of regu-
larities. Although every system will have biases, strong a priori restrictions on con-
cept spaces are bound to be found limiting when the system is applied to real-world
databases. For example, a system that limits itself to uncovering linear relationships
will not be able to correctly predict the path of an artillery shot.
Fourth, database mining algorithms must degrade gracefully. Real-world databases
are often built by many individuals each of which has a different data entry method.
For example, an insurance database may contain reports submitted by many agents,
all of whom follow slightly different protocols. A database mining system that requires
uniformity across all instances will be unable to adequately handle such databases.
My together structure system achieves some success along each of these four di-
mensions.
1.3 Together structures store co-occurrence in-
formation
Together structures store co-occurrence information about domain elements. A do-
main element is either a user-defined abstraction that specifies the level at which
inference should take place (called a primitive domain element or another together
structure. For a vision application, a primitive domain element might be a line seg-
ment, a polygon, or a pixel. For a chess application, a domain element might be a
piece on a board or a particular configuration of pieces. For a speech recognition
application, a domain element might be a morpheme or an utterance.
The together structure system stores co-occurrence information about pairs of
domain elements. In a chess application, the system might learn that whenever the
white queen and a white rook are on the same row this increases the probability that
white will win the game. More formally, each together structure stores five frequencies
about a pair of domain elements (call them A and B):
1. The number of times that A and B occur together.
2. The number of times that A occurs and B does not occur.
3. The number of times that A does not occur and B occurs.
4. The number of times that A occurs and it is not known whether B occurs.





where X is a user-defined domain element or a together structure and N is a frequency.
Figure 1-1: Together structure store co-occurence information about domain ele-
ments.
Table 1.1: A summary of the frequency information that each application uses.
The first frequency is called confirm, the second two frequencies are called discon-
firm, and the last two frequencies are called not_confirm. The syntax of the together
structure is shown in Figure 1-1.
These five frequencies permit the direct computation of some conditional proba-
bilities (such as P(AIB)).
Not all applications described in this thesis make use of all of the frequency in-
formation. The chess application, described in Chapter 4, only uses the confirm
numbers, for example. Table 1.1 summarizes what frequency information each appli-
cation exploits.
1.4 Together structures focus in on pockets of
regularity
The together structure representation was designed to focus in on pockets of regularity
in domains in which there is little regularity. Together structures store frequency
information about pairs of domain elements and, thus, create simple, local models of
the domain.
Unlike many standard statistical techniques, such as multiple linear regression,
the together structure system does not expend representational capacity on parts of
the space that do not contain regularities. This ability is illustrated by the stock mar-
ket domain, described in Chapter 3. A system that tries to characterize the entire
financial time series space will find that its representational capacity has been mis-
used in attempting to capture non-existing regularities. In contrast, an implemented
system, based on together structures, focuses in on the parts of the space that do
contain regularities and, as a result, the system engineers a profitable trading strat-
egy. Likewise, in the information retrieval domain in which an implemented system
based on together structures sifts through megabytes of text to create a thesaurus of
related words, the ability to focus in on on a small fraction of the total set of relation-
ships among words is essential. In the chess domain, discussed in Chapter 4, together
structures represent partial board positions which have previously been shown to
lead to good positions. By focusing in on just these positions, the system does not
expend valuable resources attempting to characterize the huge space of all possible
chess positions.
1.5 Creating a large memory of previous cases
minimally means never making the same mis-
take twice
Every time an example is processed, at least one, and usually many, together struc-
tures are updated. The result is a memory of together structures that closely reflects
the structure of the data.
In the domain of chess, described in Chapter 4, this means that the system learns
to avoid certain aspects of some opening errors (such as advancing pieces too quickly)
without having to encounter multiple instances of the same problem. This one-shot
learning behavior is shared with Atkeson's memory-based control systems [46] as well
as many standard statistical techniques.
1.6 Together structures are expressive, recursive,
and memory intensive
Together structures have the following properties:
* Order invariant. The order in which data is processed does not change the
together structure representation.
* Recursive. Together structures are recursively nested. Together structures can,
and often do, contain co-occurrence information about other together structures.
* Memory intensive. The together structure approach to data discovery requires
updating a large set of together structures which, even for domains with a few
hundred examples, often number in the thousands and require several megabytes
of memory to store. To reduce memory requirements, a heuristic procedure
focuses on a subset of promising together structures.
* Simple. The together structure representation is very simple. There is only
one data type (a domain element) and the inference procedures are limited.
This reduces the time required to implement the approach for a particular
domain. Despite their simplicity (and, as I will be argue in the thesis, because
of it) together structures can support data discovery procedures in a variety of
different domains, as illustrated in this thesis.
* Expressive. Within the level of abstraction defined by the domain elements, to-
gether structures can express any Boolean circuit. Hence, the type of regularity
that can be uncovered in the data is not pre-ordained by the together struc-
ture system. Of course, some concepts (in particular, conjunctions of domain
elements) are easier to express than others, so choosing a good domain element




This chapter describes how together structures were used to improve two information
retrieval related applications.
The first section descibes how together structures can be used to add related items
to START, a natural language understanding system[35]. These related items, which
are automatically synthesized from domain-specific information that is normally pro-
vided to START, help guide the user through START's knowledgebase. To see the
final output of this program turn to Figure 2-10.
In the second application, described in Section 2.2, the together structure system
builds a thesaurus of related terms. These related terms are used to expand queries
that are given to an information retrieval system. This expansion enhances the per-
formance of the retrieval system by capturing cross-term similarities. To see how the
together structure information retrieval system compares to Inquery, a widely used
information retrieval system, turn to Figure 2-24.
2.1 Generating related items from parseables is
a five step process
This section describes how together structures were used to augment START's ability
to guide a user through its knowledgebase. This five step process is summarized in
Figure 2-3.
2.1.1 START is a natural language understanding system
The START natural language understanding has been under development for a period
of eighteen years and has been applied to a diverse set of domains including the
Voyager Space Mission, political analysis, and medicine [35]. START's success is
measured by its ability to answer questions correctly. All aspects of START, from
the parser to the generator, are measured along this dimension. During the first
half of 1996, a knowledgebase covering Bosnia was created that includes information
about the U.S. mission, geography and climate, and recent events. START/Bosnia
can answer hundreds of questions, including:
* What do you know about the rescue of Scott O'Grady?
* How long will the US mission in Bosnia last?
* When did Americans arrive in Bosnia?
One shortcoming of START/Bosnia and START in general is that there is no
simple way to navigate through the knowledgebase and no way of discovering which
topics fall in START's area of expertise. This shortcoming sometimes leads to ques-
tion traces like the one shown in Figure 2-1. This question trace is as frustrating for
the developers of START as it is for the user: Nothing is worse than knowing that
START/Bosnia has the information the user wants, but is unable to access it.
One way of aiding the process of knowledgebase navigation is to guide the user
by providing a list of related items that START has in its knowledgebase. Together
structures, when combined with a set of simple data massaging procedures, can au-
tomatically generate a list of related items.1
2.1.2 Criteria of success
For this application of the together structure system there are three criteria of success.
First, the developers of START will determine whether the utility of the related items
subsystem is great enough to justify their inclusion in the START system. This test
is in many ways the highest standard that an artificial intelligence application can
meet: Are people who are experts in the area of the application interested in using
the AI solution?
Second, the together structure system's related items will be compared to related
items returned by the Infoseek web search engine which automatically displays a list
of related items whenever it is given a query.
Third, each of the related items will be evaluated by hand to determine whether
or not a human would have considered them to be related.
2.1.3 Together structures extract related items from parseables
The START/Bosnia knowledgebase can access factual knowledge, images, video clips,
databases, World Wide web pages, sound clips, and free text. Some of the factual
knowledge is stored in the form of parseables, declarative sentences that can be parsed
by START. A few parseables from the START/Bosnia application are shown in Fig-
ure 2-2.
Related items are derived from parseables via a five step procedure shown in
Figure 2-3
This entire process can be fully automated, although, in practice, because some
of the related items are not in fact related, some human pruning takes place in
1There is some technology already available for creating related items, but it appears to be quite
primitive. I recently asked a popular Web search engine for a map of New York. It suggested
the following related topics: "Kuwaiti government," "Restaurants in Maryland," "Earthquakes,"
"Middle schools in Texas," and "Native American history".
==> HOW MARY US TROUPS ARE THERE IN TUZLA
Parser failed on sentence: (HOW MANY US TROUPS ARE THERE II TUZLA)
April 1, 1996; 4:55:49pm: query received from foo [128.52.38.47]:
"1
April 1, 1996; 4:55:50pm: response sent to foo [128.52.38.47]:
==> 1
<P>
Sorry, I don't know the answer to your question.<P>
April 1, 1996; 4:56:00pm: query received from foo [128.52.38.47]:
"how many troups are there in tuzla "
April 1, 1996; 4:56:09pm: response sent to foo [128.52.38.47]:
==> HOW MANY TROUPS ARE THERE IN TUZLA
<P>
I don't know the answer. Sorry.<P>
April 1, 1996; 4:56:19pm: query received from foo [128.52.38.47]:
"how many soldiers are there in tuzla "
April 1, 1996; 4:56:20pm: response sent to foo [128.52.38.47]:
==> HOW MANY SOLDIERS ARE THERE IN TUZLA
<P>
Sorry, I don't know the answer to your question.<P>
01
April 1, 1996; 4:56:31pm: query received from foo [128.52.38.47]:
"how many soldiers are there in bosnia "
April 1, 1996; 4:56:32pm: response sent to foo [128.52.38.47]:
==> HOW MANY SOLDIERS ARE THERE IN BOSNIA
<P>
Sorry, I don't know the answer to your question.<P>
April 1, 1996; 4:56:50pm: query received from foo [128.52.38.47]:
"what forces are in bosnia "
April 1, 1996; 4:56:51pm: response sent to foo [128.52.38.47]:
Figure 2-1: A question trace that illustrates why related items would make START
easier to use and more effective. START cannot answer any of the questions the
user asked but can answer the question: "How many troops are there in Bosnia?"
Note that START no longer makes this error - "troops" and "soldiers" are now
synonyms. Nevertheless, the example serves to illustrate the shortcoming that this
work addresses.
step 5. Importantly, no additional data needs to be added to the START/Bosnia
knowledgebase. The together structure system builds the related items from data
structures that are already present in the application.
2.1.4 Creating related items for START/Bosnia
This section walks through the creation of a set of related items for one version of
the START/Bosnia parseables database.
Figure 2-4 shows some of the noun phrases produced by the program that segments
the parseables data file into noun phrases. This is the output of the first step of the
program described in Figure 2-3.
Figure 2-7 shows the 49 noun phrases (out of a total of 165) that appear in more
than one sentence. These are the only noun phrases for which related item lists are
created.
Figure 2-2 show some of the groupings of the sentences which is the output of
the second step of the algorithm shown in Figure 2-3. A total of 165 such groupings,
one for each noun phrase, are generated but only 49 groupings, corresponding to the
noun phrases in Figure 2-7, generate together structures.
In the third step of the algorithm, the sentences in each grouping are processed
by START to form subject-relation-object triples (see Figure 2-5) and then inserted
into together structures. Figure 2-8 shows some of the together structures that are
created from examining the "Vogosca" grouping of sentences.
Figure 2-9 shows the related items that the together structure subsystem generates
when given as input the "war crimes" connected parseable shown in Figure 2-2 and
probed with the noun phrase "war crimes." This is the output of the fourth step of
the related items algorithm.
The final step is to incorporate the related items into schemas using the :mdlm-
related slot by matching noun phrases that appear in the :phrases and :sentences
slots. In practice, there is some human intervention at this point. Some irrelevant
related items (such as the *somebody* token shown in Figure 2-9) are eliminated.
The end result is shown in Figure 2-10.
Acquisition
Paul Kaminski is the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Technology.
It is suspected that
It is suspected that
It is suspected that
It is suspected that
It is suspected that
It is suspected that
It is suspected that
It is suspected that
It is suspected that
Zdravko Mucic participated in war crimes.
Hazim Delic participated in war crimes.
Zejnil Delalic-Dedo participated in war crimes.
Goran Lajic participated in war crimes.
Esad Landzo participated in war crimes.
Dusan Tadic participated in war crimes.
Ratko Mladic participated in war crimes.
Radovan Karadzic participated in war crimes.
General Djordje Djukic participated in war crimes.
war crimes
war crimes researcher is the same as a researcher of war crimes.
war crimes committee is the same as a committee for war crimes.
war crimes tribunal is the same as a tribunal for war crimes.
It is suspected that Zdravko Mucic participated in war crimes.
It is suspected that Hazim Delic participated in war crimes.
It is suspected that Zejnil Delalic-Dedo participated in war crimes.
It is suspected that Goran Lajic participated in war crimes.
It is suspected that Esad Landzo participated in war crimes.
Refik Hodzik is a Bosnian war crimes researcher.
It is suspected that Dusan Tadic participated in war crimes.
It is suspected that Ratko Mladic participated in war crimes.
It is suspected that Radovan Karadzic participated in war crimes.
Bekir Gavrankapetanovic is the head of the Bosnian war crimes committee.
It is suspected that General Djordje Djukic participated in war crimes.
Figure 2-2: Groups of parseables in the START/Bosnia database that contain, re-
spectively, the noun phrase "Acquisition," "It," and "war crimes". These four noun
phrases were selected because they are representative of the groupings that the pro-
gram makes. Some of the groups, such as the one for "Acquisition," are uninformative
because they contain only one sentence. Others, such as "It," are grouped because
they have an uninteresting noun phrase in common. Note that a single sentence
typically belongs to multiple groupings. For example, "It is suspected that Zdravko
Mucic participated in war crimes" belongs to the three groupings: "It," "war crimes,"
cull YUIUI~~·IUl ~ .
1. A heuristic procedure (Deniz Yuret's NPSEG program) extracts noun phrases
from the parseables. Some of the noun phrases that it extracts are shown in
Figure 2-4.
2. For every noun phrase, all of the parseables that contain that noun phrase are
grouped together. Some of these groups are shown in Figure 2-2.
3. These groups of parseables are processed by a component of START that con-
verts the parseables into subject-relation-object triples (see Figure 2-5). These
triples, which are the domain elements in this application, are stored in together
structures.
4. Domain elements that co-occur more than once are considered to be related.
The together structures are probed for each noun phrase, and a list of related
items (i.e., domain elements that co-occur frequently with that noun phrase) is
produced for every noun phrase.
5. The related items are inserted into schemas whenever the noun phrase is found
in the :phrases and :sentences slots in the schema.
Figure 2-3: The five step algorithm that processes START/Bosnia's parseables file
and produces related items.
2.1.5 Results
This section presents the results of the related items system and address whether
or not the together structure system meets the criteria of success discussed in Sec-
tion 2.1.2.
The first criteria of success requires an assessment of the together structure system
to be made by START's developer. At the suggestion of START's developer, the use
of the related items in START was shifted slightly. Initially, the idea was to match
the related items against the user's question and display related items whether or not
START was able to answer the question. Instead, the related items are now included
in schemas, as shown in Figure 2-11, that are retrieved by START once a question
has been parsed. This change has the effect of increasing the probability that the
related items list will contain items that are relevant to the question. However, if
START cannot answer a question, then no related items are displayed. As a result,
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Figure 2-4: Noun phrases from the parseables file. This list shows some of the noun
phrases extracted from START/Bosnia's parseables file by Yuret's NPSEG program.
==> REFIK HODZIK IS A BOSNIAN WAR CRIMES RESEARCHER*
(IWAR CRIMES RESEARCHER-11 IS BOSNIAN)
(IREFIK HODZIKI IS-A IWAR CRIMES RESEARCHER-11)
==> PAUL KAMINSKI IS THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR ACQUISITION AND TECHNOLOGY
(iPAUL KAMINSKII IS-A
IUNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR ACQUISITION AND TECHNOLOGY-11)
Figure 2-5: The START system converts parseables into sets of subject-relation-
object triples (for the full structure see Figure 2-6). These triples are then stored in
together structures which note how often pairs of triples co-occur. If triples co-occur
frequently they are said to be related and appear in each other's related items lists.
> (gather '(PAUL KAMINSKI IS THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE
FOR ACQUISITION AND TECHNOLOGY))
(IPAUL KAMINSKII IS-A
IUNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR ACQUISITION AND TECHNOLOGY-11)
([PAUL KAMINSKI +IS-A UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR ACQUISITION AND TECHNOLOGY-1])
> (describe (first *))
#<Structure LINK 1008096> is a structure of type LINK.
It has 7 slots, with the following values:
SUBJECT: IPAUL KAMINSKII
RELATION: IS-A
OBJECT: IUNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE FOR ACQUISITION AND TECHNOLOGY-11




#<HISTORY--> { <IS NIL NIL NIL NIL> 126 [NIL ?NIL NIL] SELF MAIN })
Figure 2-6: START's history structure stores subject, relation, and object information
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Figure 2-7: The 49 noun phrases that appear in more than one sentence. These are
the only noun phrases that can have related items. Noun phrases that appear only




It has no home package.
Its global value is #S(T PAIRING (MAYOR RELATED-TO VOGOSCA SUBURB
RELATED-TO SARAJEVO)
CONFIRM 2 DISCONFIRM (0 0) NOTCONFIRM (0 0)).
#:IRAJKO KOPRIVICA-IS-MAYOR-MAYOR-RELATED-TO-VOGOSCA:92411 is a
symbol.
It has no home package.
Its global value is #S(T PAIRING (IRAJKO KOPRIVICAI IS MAYOR MAYOR
RELATED-TO VOGOSCA)
CONFIRM 1 DISCONFIRM (0 0) NOTCONFIRM (0 0)).
#:1RAJKO KOPRIVICA-IS-MAYOR-VOGOSCA-IS-SUBURB:92481 is a symbol.
It has no home package.
Its global value is #S(T PAIRING (IRAJKO KOPRIVICAI IS MAYOR VOGOSCA
IS SUBURB)
CONFIRM 1 DISCONFIRM (0 0) NOTCONFIRM (0 0)).
#:IMAYOR-IS-FORMER-VOGOSCA-IS-SUBURB:92551 is a symbol.
It has no home package.
Its global value is #S(T PAIRING (MAYOR IS FORMER VOGOSCA IS SUBURB)
CONFIRM 1 DISCONFIRM (0 0) NOTCONFIRM (0 0)).
#:I-PURPOSE--VOGOSCA-IS-SUBURB:92611 is a symbol.
It has no home package.
Its global value is #S(T PAIRING ([VOGOSCA +IS-A SUBURB-i] PURPOSE
[*SOMEBODY* +RETURN VOGOSCA] VOGOSCA IS SUBURB)
CONFIRM 1 DISCONFIRM (0 0) NOTCONFIRM (0 0)).
#:IGOVERNMENT-IS-CENTRAL-VOGOSCA-IS-SUBURB:92661 is a symbol.
It has no home package.
Its global value is #S(T PAIRING (GOVERNMENT IS CENTRAL VOGOSCA IS
SUBURB)
CONFIRM 1 DISCONFIRM (0 0) NOTCONFIRM (0 0)).
#:IPROVISIONS-RELATED-TO-DAYTON PEACE ACCORD-VOGOSCA-IS-SUBURB:92701
is a symbol.
It has no home package.
Its global value is #S(T PAIRING (PROVISIONS RELATED-TO IDAYTON PEACE
ACCORDI VOGOSCA IS SUBURB)
CONFIRM 1 DISCONFIRM (0 0) NOTCONFIRM (0 0)).
#:ISUBURB-IS-SERBIAN-VOGOSCA-IS-SUBURB:92731 is a symbol.
It has no home package.
Its global value is #S(T PAIRING (SUBURB IS SERBIAN VOGOSCA IS SUBURB)
CONFIRM 1 DISCONFIRM (0 0) NOTCONFIRM (0 0)).
Figure 2-8: A sampling of the together structures in which the subject-relation-object
triple "Vogosca is suburb" appears.
> (find-match-np 'IWAR CRIMESI)
(IZDRAVKO MUCICI IHAZIM DELICI IZEJNIL DELALIC-DEDOI IGORAN LAJICI
IESAD LANDZOI IREFIK HODZIKI IWAR CRIMES RESEARCHERI IDUSAN TADICI
IRATKO MLADICI IRADOVAN KARADZICI IBEKIR GAVRANKAPETANOVICI
*SOMEBODY* IGENERAL DJORDJE DJUKICI IHAN PIJESAKI HEADQUARTERS
HEAD ISERB MILITIAI BOSNIAN)
Figure 2-9: Noun phrases related to "war crimes".
File Edit View Go Boolmarks Options Directory Wlow HelpI
Location: httpi //foo.ai.mit. edu/
What's New? What's Cool? DestatonsSftwre
START -- Bosnia Information Server
Tell me about war criminalsiarl
--- -- - I
Figure 2-10: A screenshot of START with the related items capability. The START
schema that generates this answer is shown in Figure 2-11.
Start's Response
-- > TELL ME ABOUT WAR CRIMINALS
Click here for a list of war criminals/suspects.
















'("War Crimes Tribunal charged a BOSNIAN-ACTOR with war crimes"
"War Crimes Tribunal convicted a BOSNIAN-ACTOR"
"War Crimes Tribunal apprehended a BOSNIAN-ACTOR"
"War Crimes Tribunal caught a BOSNIAN-ACTOR"
"Several war criminals remain in Bosnia"
"Some people have committed war crimes"





here for a list of war criminals/suspects. </a>
:liza '((IWAR CRIMINALI IWAR CRIMEI suspect BOSNIAN-ACTOR)
(catch convict charge apprehend))
:mdlm-related '("Zejnil Delalic-Dedo" "Hazim Delic"
"General Djordje Djukic" "Radovan Karadzic" "Goran Lajic"
"Esad Landzo" "Ratko Mladic" "Zdravko Mucic"
"Dusan Tadiz")
Figure 2-11: The :mdlm-related slot stores the related items for each schema. When
the schema is fired these related items are shown, along with the answer to the
question.
meet the first of criteria of success, it does not do so in the way originally envisioned.
The second criteria of success involves comparing the related items list produced
by the together structure system to the related items list produced by Infoseek. All
49 of the noun phrases shown in Figure 2-7 were used as queries to Infoseek and the
related items were recorded. Figure 2-12 shows some of the related items that were
returned by Infoseek. The related items lists stress, for no discernible reason, certain
topic areas over other topic areas. For example, in response to the query "Suburb"
Infoseek returned three related items, all of which concern Illinois. "Baseball" is also
over-represented and Infoseek considers it to be related to both "Leader" (although
football, hockey, and basketball are not) and to "US" (although "Government," to
choose but one of many examples, is not). So, qualitatively, the related items lists
produced by the together structure system are much more sensible than the ones
returned by Infoseek. In addition, the Infoseek related items lists failed to return a
single relevant related item 58% of the time2 , while the together structure related
items list contained at least one item judged to be relevant 100% of the time.
The third of criteria of success requires determining to what degree the noun
phrases in the related items lists are relevant. By hand I determined that 65% of
the items were relevant and that 83% of the relevant items were in the related items
list. Figure 2-13 shows how I judged the related items list for the noun phrase
"Vogosca." Because there are no similar systems for automatically generating related
items, these figures cannot be easily compared to those of other systems. The most
similar algorithms are information retrieval algorithms, such as the ones used in World
Wide Web search engines, and these do not perform as well on the task of retrieving
relevant articles in response to a query.
2.2 Improving a key word retrieval engine
This section describes how together structures were used to improve a key word
retrieval engine similar to those that are used by World Wide Web search engines.
21 performed the relevance judgments
CROATIA
History of croatia




























U.S. House of Representatives
Liberal opinions






Figure 2-12: Related items from Infoseek. The query terms submitted to Infoseek are
































Figure 2-13: An example of how the quality of the together structure related items
systems is measured. Each element in the first list is considered to be a related item
by the system. In this example, out of a total of thirteen related items, eight were
judged to be correct and five were judged to be incorrect. Figure 2-14 shows three
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Figure 2-14: Related items for three of the forty-nine noun phrases.
In this domain, together structures test the following heuristic:
If two words appear close together in the text more often than expected,
then these two words can substitute for each other in a query.
Anecdotally, there are many cases that deny the validity of this heuristic and many
cases that support it. For example, the term3 "new" and the term "york" appear to-
gether very often in the phrase "New York," but a system that arbitrarily substituted
"new for "york" in a query would probably experience a decline in performance. On
the other hand, a document with the term "food" is much more likely to contain
references to "restaurants," "eating," and "drinking" than one that does not, and all
of these terms might be helpful in expanding the scope of an information request so
that it matches documents that might not otherwise be retrieved.
Note that in this application, the together structure system is not locating sets
of words that are synonymous with each other. Rather the together structures are
storing information about words that are related to each other.
2.2.1 Domain description
The test bed for this application was the CACM (Communications of the Association
for Computing Machinery) database, a collection of abstracts from the CACM journal,
which is a standard test database in the information retrieval field. The CACM
database has a total of 3204 documents and 52 natural language queries (three of
which are shown in Figure 2-15). Relevance assessments - the list of documents that
should be retrieved by each query - have been made by humans.
In addition, the system was tested on several other databases, including a half
gigabyte database of Wall Street Journal articles, in order to produce collocations 4
for use by START.
3A term is a set of characters that lies between two separators. Separators include spaces,
commas, apostrophes, and periods.
4 Collocations are multi-word units that should be treated as single semantic units. "Attorney
General" is an example.
* A query composed of key phrases
Parallel languages; languages for parallel computation
* A query with a story
What is the type of a module? (I don't want the
entire literature on Abstract Data Types here, but
I'm not sure how to phrase this to avoid it. I'm
interested in questions about how one can check that
a module "matches" contexts in which it is used.)
* A query with the word "not"
Any information on packet radio networks. Of
particular interest are algorithms for packet
routing, and for dealing with changes in network
topography. I am not interested in the hardware
used in the network.
Figure 2-15: Examples of three queries from the CACM database.
2.2.2 Criteria of success
This application of together structures will be judged by the criteria of success in the
field of information retrieval. A precision/recall curve will be generated and compared
to the precision/recall curve of another information retrieval system on the same data
set. Precision is the percentage of items that are returned by the system that are
relevant. Recall is the percentage of relevant items that are returned. For example, if
a system returns five documents, two of which are relevant then the precisions is 40%
(2/5). If there are a total of four relevant documents then the recall is 50% (2/4).
In addition, because the together structure system produces a list of terms that
frequently co-occur together, it can improve a natural language understanding system
by noting which multi-term units (e.g., "Attorney General") should be treated as a
single semantic unit. Such multi-term units are called collocations.
2.2.3 Relevance assessments are sometimes incorrect
Throughout this section and throughout much of the literature on information re-
trieval, precision/recall graphs, such as the one shown in Figure 2-24, are assumed
to be the gold standard for determining success. In this section I give an example of
a document in the CACM database that appears to have been mis-classified. This
document was correctly retrieved by the together structure system.
The initial query is shown in Figure 2-16. This query is an example of a query
composed of key phrases. Note that the first key phrase is "computational complex-
ity."
Figure 2-17 shows the first seventeen documents in the ordered list produced by
the together structure system. Article 2110 is judged to be the article that is the
most relevant for this query. If only one article were to be returned in response to
this query, this is the article that would be returned.
Figure 2-18 lists the eleven articles judged to be relevant by a human. Note that
Article 2110 does not appear on this list.
Figure 2-19 shows Article 2110 as it appears in the CACM database. The ".K"
computational complexity, intractability, class-complete reductions,
algorithms and efficiency
Figure 2-16: A query that illustrates why relevance assessments are sometimes difficult
to perform.
field (which stands for "keywords") includes "computational complexity" which is
one of the keywords in the original query.
In short, the editor or author of the Article 2110 thought that "computational
complexity" was a keyword that should be used to retrieve that article, but whoever
performed the relevance assessments that are part of the standard CACM information
retrieval database did not. Fortunately, the together structure system correctly, at
least in the eyes of the editor/author, retrieved that article.
This example suggests that achieving 100% retrieval accuracy is not possible be-
cause there are legitimate disagreements about what articles should be retrieved in
response to a query. Hence, information retrieval systems should have the capability
to guide the user through sets of related articles. A system for doing just that is
discussed in the previous section on related items.
2.2.4 Domain element definition
The domain element for this application is a term in an n term text box. Each pair of
terms in a text box is said to co-occur. For the experiments described in this chapter,
n ranges from 2 to 20.
2.2.5 Learning procedure
The learning procedure for this application is straightforward. An n word text box is
swept across the database and, at each step, the together structures that correspond to


















Figure 2-17: The together structures' ranking of the CACM articles in response to













Figure 2-18: Relevance assessments for the query shown in Figure 2-16. The first
column is the query number and the second column indicates the document.
An Efficient Context-free Parsing Algorithm
A parsing algorithm which seems to be the most efficient general context-free
algorithm known is described. It is similar to both Knuth's LR(k) algorithm
and the familiar top-down algorithm. It has a time bound proportional to
n^3 (where n is the length of the string being parsed) in general; it has a
n^2 bound for unambiguous grammars; and it runs in linear time on a large
class of grammars, which seems to include most practical context-free
programming language grammars. In an empirical comparison it appears








Figure 2-19: Article 2110 which is ranked the highest by the together structure system.
which have domain elements that occur significantly more often than expected5 is
selected to participate in the second pass through the data. In the second pass through
the database, the significant together structures from the first pass are themselves
domain elements and can be paired with primitive domain elements or other together
structures. Multiple passes are made through the database until no new significant
together structures are discovered.
Once these together structures are created, they are used to expand the queries.
An expanded query is created by adding to the query all of the terms that appear in
significant together structures with that query. For example, in the CACM database
the term "compiler" appears in significant together structures with the terms "macro-
processor," "metacompiler," "optimizing," "interpreter," "translator," and "assem-
bler." All of the terms that appear with "compiler" in significant together structures
are shown in Figure 2-20. So, if the word "compiler" appears in a query then all of
these terms are added to the query with a view towards increasing the probability
5 For the experiments described in this chapter, "significantly more often" is defined to mean two
orders of magnitude more often than expected.
that an exact key word match will retrieve the correct documents. Together struc-
tures with more than two elements are critical for retrieving articles such as the one
shown in Figure 2-21 which was correctly retrieved in response to the query "SETL,
Very High Level Languages" because "high," "level," and "language" appear together
in a significant together structure.
2.2.6 The scoring procedure weights each term according
to its frequency
Once together structures have been created, they are used to expand the query. Terms
that appear in significant together structures with terms in the query are added to
the query. These terms are called derived terms.
Each term in the query has a weight attached to it. Derived terms are given a
weight that is determined by the co-occurrence frequencies carried by the together
structure. Roughly speaking, the more often the term co-occurs with the term in
the original query, the higher its weight. This weight is equal to: -i_ where fl is1. fhe f
the frequency of the first term (or together structure) in all of the documents, f 2 is
the frequency of the second term (or together structure) in all of the documents, and
f, is the frequency of the pair in all of the documents. For the CACM experiments
reported in the Section 2.2.7, the window size is 20 so all pairs of terms that appear
within 20 terms of each other are said to co-occur.
The weights of the terms in the original query are equal to one plus the weight of
the derived term with the maximum weight. The weights of the terms in the original
query are always greater than the weights of the derived terms because a match with
a term in the original query is thought to be of greater value than a match with a
derived term.
All of the terms in the query are then compared against the terms that appear in
each document. The score of each document is simply the sum of the weights of all
of the terms in the query that appear in the document. This score is then normalized





























Figure 2-20: All of the terms that appear in significant together structures with the
term "compiler".
Beyond Programming Languages
As computer technology matures, our growing ability
to create large systems is leading to basic changes
in the nature of programming. Current programming
language concepts will not be adequate for building
and maintaining systems of the complexity called for
by the tasks we attempt. Just as high level languages
enabled the programmer to escape from the intricacies
of a machine's order code, higher level programming systems
can provide the means to understand and manipulate complex
systems and components. In order to develop such systems,
we need to shift our attention away from the detailed
specification of algorithms, towards the description of the
properties of the packages and objects with which we build.
This paper analyzes some of the shortcomings of programming
languages as they now exist, and lays out some possible
directions for future research.
Winograd, T.
.K
Programming, programming languages, programming systems,
systems development
.C
4.0 4.20 4.22 4.40
Figure 2-21: A document that illustrates the importance of creating multi-term to-
gether structures. This document was correctly retrieved in response to the query
"SETL, Very High Level Languages" because "high," "level," and "language" appear
together in a significant together structure.
List all articles dealing with data types in the following languages:
Pascal, CLU, Alphard, Russell, Ada, ALGOL 68, ELI. List any other languages
that are referenced frequently in papers on the above languages (e.g. catch
any languages with interesting type structures that I might have missed).






















Figure 2-23: The post-processed version of the query shown in Figure 2-22
query.
2.2.7 Results
In Section 2.2.2 I suggested that there are two criteria of success for this applica-
tion. Determining whether the system meets the first criterion involves computing
the system's precision/recall curve and comparing it to that of another system. In
the first section below I compare the together structure system's performance on the
CACM database with Inquery's performance and find that the precision is indistin-
guishable for seven of the ten recall points and that the together structure system
underperforms the Inquery system on three of the ten recall points. The second cri-
terion is to qualitatively evaluate whether or not the together structure system can
locate collocations (multi-term phrases that should be treated as a single syntactic
or semantic unit). In the second section below I report experiments on two different
types of document collections that suggest that the together structure system can
be used to extract collocations. These collocations are now being used to augment
START's lexicon.
The together structure system outperforms a boolean retrieval system on
four of the ten recall points
The results of the together structure information retrieval system are shown in Fig-
ure 2-24. This graph compares the together structure system to the Inquery system
[68] (which is widely regarded as one of the top information retrieval systems and is
the engine behind Infoseek) and to a boolean retrieval system.
A rough heuristic that is commonly found in the information retrieval literature
suggests that a 5% difference at a particular recall/precision point is "significant"
and a 10% difference is "very significant". Using this heuristic, the Inquery system
is significantly better than the together structure system at the 20%, 30%, and 40%
recall levels, and the precision is indistinguishable at other recall levels. In particular,
at the 10% recall level - the level which most interests us because we are interested
in large news article databases were the number of relevant articles is likely to be in
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100
Figure 2-24: A precision/recall graph that compares the performance of the together
structure information retrieval algorithm with the performance of the Inquery sys-
tem [68] system and a boolean system. The dependent variable in this graph is the
precision (Y axis) and the independent variable is the recall (X axis). Precision is the
percentage of retrieved documents that are relevant and recall is the percentage of
relevant documents that are retrieved. An optimal system would achieve 100% pre-
cision at each recall level. The together structure system is identical to the boolean
system with two exceptions. First, it expands the initial query using terms found in
significant together structures and, second, it weights these terms using co-occurrence
information stored in the together structures.
the hundreds - the precision of the together structure system and Inquery is virtually
identical.
The together structure system is significantly better than the boolean system at
the 10%, 60%, 70%, and 90% recall levels, and the performance is indistinguishable
at the remaining recall levels.
With two exceptions, the together structure system is algorithmically identical to
the boolean system. The boolean system does not expand the terms in the query,
and it counts the number of terms in the document that are in the query to form the
score. Hence, the boolean system is an internal control on the contribution of the
together structures.
Table 2.1 shows important statistics for the CACM database. A total of 9225
together structures are generated. Only 513 terms out of a total of 14008 terms
Number of documents
Average number of terms per document
Number of natural language queries
Number of unique terms
Number of together structures







Table 2.1: Statistics for the CACM database.
appear in these together structures. This result is qualitatively consistent with the
other two applications described in this thesis: only a small fraction of the domain
elements have significant co-occurrences with other domain elements.
Results on databases with longer documents
In addition to the CACM database, the together structure system has been run on
three other databases. Table 2.2 shows two term together structures extracted from
Charles Dickens' A Tale of Two Cities. This document is markedly different from the
CACM database. The writing is not technical and the document is over one thousand
times longer than the average document in the CACM database.
Table 2.3 shows two term together structures derived from 2000 news articles taken
from the New York Times, USA Today and CNN. This experiment was performed
with a window size of 2. The output of this application of together structures is now
being used in START to better parse user queries. Note that the system correctly
captures multi-word units, such as "Prime Minister" and "New York," that are better
treated as a single linguistic unit rather than as adjective-noun phrases.
Table 2.4 and Table 2.5 show, respectively, two and three term together structures
drawn from a 500 megabyte database of Wall Street Journal articles. The primary
purpose of this experiment was to demonstrate that the together structure system
scales up to large databases.
Terml Term2 FPair FWordl FWord2
Madame Defarge 122 128 302
don t 99 99 224
Miss Pross 156 212 162
Saint Antoine 50 57 52
wine shop 50 119 66
La Force 18 26 18
o clock 19 29 27
plane tree 15 15 18
Old Bailey 16 22 20
Charles Darnay 54 100 148
Attorney General 14 14 21
young lady 36 104 56
Jacques Three 26 73 36
Temple Bar 13 21 19
honest tradesman 12 19 16
Doctor Manette 80 220 163
North Tower 11 17 13
Table 2.2: Two term together structures from A Tale of Two Cities by Dickens. The
window size for this experiment was set to 2 so all of these terms are immediately
adjacent to each other. The third column, FPair, is the frequency with which the
pair of terms appears. The fourth and fifth columns are the frequencies of the single
terms.
Wordl Word2 FPair FWordl FWord2
ALL RIGHTS 426 426 426
Air Force 263 326 293
Associated Press 962 963 1000
Bosnian Serb 285 600 387
Boutros Ghali 107 131 107
CNN Interactive 424 1320 424
Cable News 430 433 519
Copyright Cable 427 1171 433
Deve Gowda 62 62 130
EDT GMT 383 439 401
External sites 424 424 528
Golan Heights 57 81 57
Hong Kong 175 186 176
Inc ALL 426 474 426
Khmer Rouge 70 71 76
Los Angeles 82 92 86
McDonnell Douglas 55 66 82
Middle East 146 164 279
NEW YORK 54 95 54
Network Inc 427 447 474
New York 918 1223 920
News Network 430 519 447
North Korea 222 546 412
Northern Ireland 182 209 262
Other Places 75 193 78
Pena Gomez 54 63 65
Prime Minister 369 373 496
Table 2.3: Two word together structures extracted from news articles. A total of
2000 news articles from the New York Times, USA Today and CNN were processed
with the together structure system. The FPair column shows the frequency of the
pair and the FWordl and FWord2 columns show, respectively, the frequency of the
first and second word.
wall street 133779 137308 131149
street journal 137308 124520 119910
new york 238886 94025 92787
u s 183773 991434 172087
more than 162800 135023 52540
said it 465579 452138 78493
america nme 49538 29930 29839
will be 248557 296391 61091
north america 45191 49538 31779
united states 45060 46181 30564
year earlier 241182 53103 31592
staff reporter 43484 24685 22887
states us 46181 49751 28843
at least 371372 23905 21761
of its 1889328 301153 49228
real estate 31561 22223 20453
vice president 38270 102318 32423
of million 1889328 316905 46905
chief executive 49735 54056 24072
last year 108918 241182 37240
page citation 80101 14717 14603
stock exchange 140780 63975 23620
amp co 138322 94905 26383
and chief 1385887 49735 21163
he said 304330 465579 43832
he says 304330 169311 30880
this year 180940 241182 34618
journal wall 124520 133779 28279
would be 164683 296391 36801
interest rates 57642 45332 19413
don t 36748 275294 35336
executive officer 54056 29102 16463
tender offers 21450 23224 15258
million or 316905 187997 30572
page b 80101 43644 18686
Table 2.4: Two word collocations from the Wall Street Journal. A half gigabyte of
Wall Street Journal data was processed to produce this data. The third column is
the frequency of the first term, the fourth column is the frequency of the second term,
and the fifth column is the frequency with which the first and second term co-occur.
Note that some two word collocations are subsets of longer collocations. For example,
"wall street" and "street journal" are formed from the longer "wall street journal."
This three term collocation, as well as other three term collocations, are also captured







































































Table 2.5: Three word collocations from the Wall Street Journal.
database of Wall Street Journal articles was processed to generate
A half gigabyte
this data. The
fourth, fifth, and sixth columns are, respectively, the frequencies of the first, second,

















































































































































































































Figure 2-25: Two term together structures from the Wall Street Journal. The first
group forms together structures with the term "business" and the second group forms
together structures with the term "currency." In this experiment, two words are said
to co-occur if they appear within the same twenty word window. The terms are listed
in the order in which they are ranked by the utility function. Only the top fifteen
terms are shown.
2.2.8 Discussion
In this application - which is of enormous practical significance as the result of the
growth of the World Wide Web - a simple together structure based system slightly
underperforms an ad hoc retrieval system. The Inquery system, in addition to having
a finely tuned matching function, has access to data that the together structure system
does not. For example, a stemmer in the Inquery system collapses inflections into
single terms so that, for example, "robot" and "robots" are both considered to be the
same term. There is considerable evidence that this stemming improves performance
(see, e.g., [29]).
The similar performance of the two systems is a positive comment on the ability
of together structures to gather domain relevant information. It lends credence to the
idea that storing information about simple co-occurrences can support performance
improving inferences. Furthermore, the together structure system produces infor-
mation - a "thesaurus" of related words - that might prove to be helpful in other
information retrieval and language centered applications. The collocations extracted
by the together structure system from a half-gigabyte Wall Street Journal database
are currently being used by the START natural language system.
2.2.9 Related work
This section describes four related information retrieval algorithms, Salton's vector
space model [59], HNC's MatchPlus [20], the Inquery system [68], and the Latent
Semantic Indexing (LSI) approach[16].
Despite important algorithmic differences amongst the four algorithms, their per-
formance is very similar. This suggests that for each query there is a subset of
documents that is both relevant and easy to locate and a subset of documents that
is both relevant and very difficult to locate. Any reasonable algorithm will be able to
retrieve the first set of documents, but no existing algorithm can retrieve the second
set of documents.






Dimensionality Recursive Representational Term-based Inputs
reduction capacity expansion
N N Bounded N POS, text
Y N Bounded Y text
Y N Bounded Y text
N Y Arbitrary N text
Table 2.6: Comparison of together structures with other expansion techniques. The
first column indicates whether the system reduces the dimensionality of the space.
The second column indicates whether the data structures are recursive in nature.
The third column indicates whether the representational capacity is bounded (i.e.,
not Turing equivalent) or unbounded (i.e., Turing equivalent). In the fourth column,
POS stands for part of speech.
information retrieval.
Salton's System
Salton's system is an implementation of the vector space model. The first step of the
algorithm is to find all unique terms in the collection of documents. Then the weight
of every term in every single document is computed. The term "weight" reflects
the term's importance. Larger weight is given to those terms that occur frequently in
particular documents, but rarely in other documents. These terms are more important
than the others because they are characteristic for these documents and distinguish
them from the other. In order to compute the weight, wik, of particular term, Tk, in a
single document, Di, first the algorithm has to find tfik, the frequency of occurrence
of Tk in Di. The next step is to multiply tfik by log(N/nk) where N is the size of
the document collection, and nk represents the number of documents in the collection
containing Tk. This multiplication will reduce the weight of the term if the term occurs
in many of the documents because it is no longer characteristic for that particular
document.
wik = tfik - log (N/nk). (2.1)
This is not enough because not all documents have an equal chance to be re-
trieved. The longer documents which have more terms and higher term frequencies
will generate higher document similarities, and therefore will have greater chance to
be retrieved. Length normalization is needed; each document vector is made of unit
length (in Euclidean distance). Thus the length of the documents does not influence
their retrieval potential.
t fik . log (N/nk)
Wik = ~=_1(tfij)2 (log (N/nj))2
For query and document vectors Qj = (Wjl, wj 2, ..., wjt) and Di = (wil, wi2, ... , it)
the similarity depends on the proportion and weight of matching terms in the vector.
Therefore the similarity function should reflect the similarity between the correspond-
ing term vectors:
t
sim(Qy, Di) = J wikWik. (2.3)
k=1
This formula for global similarity suits our purpose very well because if a high
term weight, characteristic for the query, is matched with a high term weight in the
document as well then this will increase the similarity considerably. The fact that
the most characteristic terms have the greatest influence on the level of similarity
computed by this formula generates precision in the choice of retrieved information.
If the documents match completely then the similarity will be equal to 1 and if they
do not match at all (i.e. if no term presented in the query is found in the document)
then the similarity will be equal to 0.
A similar procedure occurs on the local level too. The algorithm computes the
term weights and the similarity in terms of the sentences in the documents with
sufficient global similarity. Then the system shows the user the documents with the








Figure 2-26: Salton's system maps every document and query onto a vector space
where each dimension is a term. In this example, the query is the vector with the
dotted line and the closest document is the vector marked in bold.
MatchPlus System
In the MatchPlus system [20] the dimensions of the vector space that represents the
words, the documents and the queries are the most frequently used terms6 in the
document collection. These most frequently used terms, which are called features,
typically number in the hundreds, although an exact cutoff point is not given.
A neural network algorithm creates the context vector by assigning to every term
values for each feature. Term vectors that are close to each other (have similar values
for the corresponding features assigned to them) are considered related. The context
vector for a document or a query is just the (weighted) sum of the context vectors for
those words contained in it. The similarity between the documents and the query is
determined by the closeness (in Euclidean distance) of the context vectors by which
they are represented.
A critical and possibly fatal assumption made by the system is that words that
are used in a similar context have similar meanings. And that all words that have
similar meanings are used in a similar context. If this condition does not hold, then
6Excluding stop terms such as "and," "the," and "in."
--
the context vectors will be roughly orthogonal and the "nearness" of the words will
not be correctly captured by the system.
At least two commercial systems leverage this technology. The CONVECTIS
system automatically indexes and matches free text documents. One novel feature
of this system is its ability to use feedback from humans to automatically adjust the
context vectors. The Docuverse system converts the context vectors into a graphical
representation and gives the user tools to navigate this space.
Inquery system
The Inquery system [68] uses probabilistic inference networks to combine multiple
sources of information and compute the probability that a document matches a query.
The Inquery system powers Infoseek, one of the most popular World Wide Web search
engines.
The probabilistic inference network approach is an extension of the vector-space
model (used by Salton's system, among many others) in which the probability that a
document source is relevant is conditioned on knowing a feature (e.g., "What is the
probability that a document that contains the term 'computer' should be retrieved
when the query contains the term 'robot'?"). After computing such probabilities using
simple frequency counts, they are combined using strong independence assumptions.
There are two primary advantages of this approach over the vector-space model. First,
it provides a straightforward way of combining different information sources. Second,
the meaning of the weights has a mathematically rigorous probabilistic interpretation.
Latent semantic indexing
Dumais and her colleagues [16] describe an approach to information retrieval that
attempts to capture similarities amongst terms by representing each term as a feature
vector with approximately 100 features. Because all of the terms are mapped onto
this space, the feature vectors implicitly capture similarities amongst terms. Similar
terms have similar feature vectors.
Each of the 100 features is a linear combination of one of the term-based features.
Figure 2-27: An illustration of principal components analysis. The original dimensions
of the space are shown in bold and the new principal components dimensions are
shown in dotted lines. The dimension along which the data exhibits the most variance
is the y = x line and that is the dimension that the principal components analysis
will generate first. The Latent Semantic Analysis method chooses approximately the
first 100 dimensions generated by PCA.
The linear combination is performed by principal components analysis which selects
linear combinations that best capture the variance in the data. Figure 2-27 illustrates
this approach on a simple data set.
The LSI approach is very similar to the MatchPlus system. MatchPlus appears
to have a more sophisticated and certainly more complicated method of determining
the weights of the vectors. Instead of a simple weighting scheme, a neural network is
optimized to assign the weights for each context vector.
Tests done with LSI suggest little, if any, performance improvements are obtained
over a standard vector-space model in which the full complement of terms is em-
ployed. However, because the space has been reduced, the vector multiplication is
considerably faster so retrieval times are reduced.
Chapter 3
Application to stock market
trading
This chapter describes how the together structure system can be applied to uncovering
regularities in stock market data.
In the first section of this chapter, I justify why the stock market is a good real-
world domain for testing together structures and briefly describe mutual funds, the
securities that the together structure strategy trades.
In the second section, I describe how the together structure trading strategy is
created and tested. The together structure trading strategy is deemed successful if its
performance is statistically better than the performance of a buy-and-hold strategy.
The third section provides evidence that the together structure strategy meets
this criteria of success. If you want to know how well the trading strategy performs
on out-of-sample data, turn to Figure 3-3. If you want to see how the strategy has
performed in real-time trading, turn to Figure 3-4.
In the fourth section I describe experiments that show how the performance of the
strategy degrades as together structures are deleted. These experiments show that
each together structure has a a small but non-negligible effect on the performance.
In the final section I speculate about why the together structure trading strategy
performs better than a buy-and-hold strategy.
3.1 The stock market is a good test bed
This section explains why the stock market is a good domain for testing the abilities
of the together structure system.
3.1.1 Stock market trading is difficult
The following quotations summarize the standard academic view of stock market
trading:
The traditional view of the financial markets is that they are impossible
to forecast because they are efficient. All available information is reflected
in the current market price.[13]
The [Random Walk Theory] is based on the reasonable idea that all
relevant information is incorporated into current prices without system-
atic bias, and that individual investors could replicate corporate leverage
through their own borrowing and lending. Empirical studies looked at
from a distance supported this view. Price movements generated by ran-
dom numbers look identical to those generated by charts; the performance
of analysts and mutual funds is inferior to blind dart throwing; correla-
tions between consecutive changes in individual stocks are close to zero;
and the track records of market timers is consistently inferior to a buy-
and-hold strategy.[47]
An entire literature provides evidence that no investing strategy can extract above
market risk-adjusted returns over an extended period of time. Although this view has
come into question recently, a mountain of empirical data indicates that investors, on
average, underperform simple buy-and-hold strategies.
As a result, the stock market domain provides a particularly clear and unambigu-
ous test of whether or not the together structure approach can uncover performance
improving information.
3.1.2 Mutual funds are a good test bed
Out of the many investment securities available in world markets, I chose to run the
together structure system on mutual fund data because mutual funds make it pos-
sible to ignore some trading details. Mutual funds are investment vehicles managed
by professional portfolio managers. These mutual funds typically hold a basket of
securities - stocks, bonds, cash - which are selected by the portfolio manager in order
to meet certain investment goals.
Many mutual funds provide a daily price, or net asset value, at which investors
can purchase or redeem shares in the fund. This pricing gives market participants the
ability to trade mutual funds in much the same way that they trade stocks. A host of
mutual fund trading strategies (often called timing strategies) have been developed
which attempt to outperform the performance of the mutual funds themselves. This
chapter describes a together structure based mutual fund timing strategy. The to-
gether structure system trades four different funds (Scudder Latin America, Scudder
Pacific Opportunities, Scudder Gold, and Scudder Money Market) and, on a daily
basis, switches all of its capital into one of the funds.
Creating a strategy for mutual funds as opposed to stocks, futures, or options is
preferable for at least two reasons. First, mutual fund companies provide a single
price at the end of the day at which all transactions take place. The size of the order,
the liquidity of the market, and the speed at which trades are communicated does
not effect the execution price. Second, mutual funds have relatively low transaction
costs. In particular, the together structure strategy will trade the Scudder mutual
funds, a fund family that does not impose any transaction costs when trading in and
out of funds. A small fee is charged each day a particular fund family is held.
3.2 Creating a together structure trading strat-
egy
In this section, I answer the following questions:
* What is the criteria of success for this application?
* What are the domain elements?
* How does the beam search nest together structures?
* Which together structure is selected to make a prediction?
3.2.1 Together structures are tested using standard applied
concept learning techniques
The methodology for testing this application of the together structure system is bor-
rowed from the field of applied concept learning (see, e.g., [54]). The available data is
split into two sets, the in-sample data set and the out-of-sample data set. The trading
strategy is developed on the in-sample data set and tested on the out-of-sample data
set. For all of the experiments described in this chapter, the in-sample data begins
on September 1, 1988 and ends on December 15, 1992 and the out-of-sample period
begins on December 16, 1992 and ends on July 25, 1996.
For this application, the together structure approach will be considered successful
if, on the out-of-sample data, its mean daily return is statistically superior to the
mean daily return of the buy-and-hold strategy for each of the four funds. The buy-
and-hold strategy is the appropriate benchmark because it is equal to the average
performance of all investors. 1
3.2.2 Domain elements have three components
One critical step in creating a together structure system for a domain is defining the
domain elements. For this application, the domain element specifies a fund, a date
relative to the current date, and a percentage change in the fund on that date. The
fund is specified by a letter: "P" for the Pacific Opportunities Fund, "L" for the Latin
'In fact, the performance of the average investor is slightly worse than buy and hold because of
transaction costs.
America Fund, and "G" for the Gold Fund.2 The date is specified by a non-negative
integer which indicates a date prior to the current date (e.g., the number "3" means
three days prior to the current date). The percentage change is specified by a positive
integer which refers to the bins shown in Table 3.1. For example, the domain element
"(P 0 1)" is interpreted as follows:
* The first element in the list, "P", stands for the Pacific Opportunities Fund.
* The second element in the list, "0", refers to today's closing price. A "1" would
represent yesterday's closing price and a "5" would represent the closing price
five days ago.
* The third element in the list, "1", refers to the first bin shown in Table 3.1.
The fund and date components of the domain element are self-explanatory. The
bin number, which is the third component of the domain element, is generated by
finding nine values that equally divide the in-sample data. Hence, the days in the
in-sample data are equally distributed amongst the ten bins.
A domain element that is true of a particular day is said to cover that day. A
together structure that is composed of domain elements all of which cover a particular
day is said to cover that day. A together structure which covers a particular day and
has an accuracy that is no less than that of any other together structure that covers
that day is said to be the best cover for that day. The accuracy of a together structure
is equal to the number of days that the together structure makes a correct prediction
divided by the number of days for which it makes a prediction.
3.2.3 A beam search procedure nests together structures
As with all together structure applications, a beam search [69] is used to nest together
structures. In this domain the number of domain elements is fdb where f is the
2 The trading strategy can, as indicated in Section 3.1.2, switch into one of of four mutual funds.
However, one of these funds, the Scudder Money Market Fund, is a default fund which the trading
strategy invests in only when the performance of the other three funds is expected to be poor. Hence,
together structures are created for only three funds: the Scudder Pacific Opportunities Fund, the
Scudder Latin America Fund, and the Scudder Gold Fund.
Bin # Pacific Opportunities


































Table 3.1: Bins that divide the daily returns of the stock funds. For the Latin America
Fund, the first bin contains all of the daily returns less than or equal to 0.985437;
the second bin holds all of the daily returns between 0.985437 (non-inclusive) and
0.991678 (inclusive); and the tenth bin contains all of the daily returns that are
strictly greater than 1.016265.
number of funds, d is the number of days, and b is the number of bins. For the
experiments described in the chapter, f = 3, d = 10, and b = 10 so the total number
of domain elements is 300. So there are approximately 300' together structures with
n domain elements. Because of the exponential growth of the number of together
structures, exhaustively searching all together structures with even three domain
elements would be impractical.
The beam search restricts the number of together structures that are generated
by eliminating branches in the search tree that are unlikely to lead to good together
structures. By greatly reducing the branching factor, the beam search enables the
creation of together structures with more domain elements than could be generated
by an exhaustive procedure.
This feature does not come without a cost. If a together structure with I + 1
domain elements does not have a good precursor with I elements, then the 1 + 1
domain element together structure will never be created because none of the 1 domain
element precursors will be extended. Figure 3-1 gives an example of a case in which



















Bin 1 Bin 2
Domain Element 1
Figure 3-1: A situation that fools the beam search. Dividing the set of examples
using either the first or the second domain element is unhelpful. In both cases, the
number of positive and negative cases is equal, just as it is in the entire data set. As
a result, neither domain element will be extended by the beam search. However, if
both domain elements are combined, they divide the space into four segments each
of which has only positive or negative instances.
Unlike a traditional beam search, the beam search used for this application does
not fix the number of solutions that are extended. Instead, the beam search procedure
uses two types of cutoffs to determine which solutions will be killed, kept, or extended.
The quality criterion determines whether a together structure will be kept. The
extension criterion determines whether a together structure can be nested in other
together structures. No together structure that fails the quality criterion can meet
the extension criterion.
For all of the experiments discussed here, the quality criterion compares the num-
ber of days which a together structure covers and the number of days which a together
structure is expected to cover. If the ratio of these two numbers is above 1.5 then
the together structure is kept. The number of days that a together structure is ex-
pected to cover is n * (1/b)' where n is the number of days in the sample, b is the
number of bins, and I is the number of domain elements that the together structure








Keep, but(P 1 2) 8 do not extend
l (G21) 3 Eliminate
(G 0 1) (G 1 1)
(L 1) 11 Keepand
Figure 3-2: Beam search. This figure shows how a two domain element together
structure might be extended. The number to the right of the three domain elements
in the middle of the figure is the frequency of occurrence of the together structure.
The first together structure is kept but not extended because it meets the quality
criterion but does not meet the extension criterion. The second together structure is
eliminated because it does not meet the quality criterion. The third together structure
is both kept and extended.
example. Suppose that a two domain element together structure covers 200 days. If
the number of bins is 10, then the expected number of days that an extension of this
together structure covers is 20. Hence each additional domain element reduces the
number of days that are covered by a factor of b. Since the number of days covered by
a null together structure (one with no domain elements) is n, the number of days in
the sample, the expected number of days covered by a together structure is n * (1/b)'.
The extension criterion is a percentage of the total number of days in the sample. If
a together structure covers fewer than this percentage of days, then it is not extended.
For the experiments described in this chapter, the percentage is set to 1%.
Hence, each together structure can be killed (if it fails the quality criterion), kept
(if it passes the quality criterion and fails the extension criterion), or extended (if it
passes both the quality and the extension criteria). Figure 3-2 illustrates these three
possible outcomes.
Table 3.2 shows how many together structures are generated, kept, and expanded
on the in-sample mutual fund data. The vast majority (over 98%) of the together
structures that are kept have three domain elements. All of the two domain element








Table 3.2: Summary of together structure database. The Depth column indicates the
depth of the beam search. The number of domain elements in the together structures
is one greater than the depth. The Generated column shows how many together
structures are generated and tested at that level. The Kept column shows how many
of the generated together structures meet the quality criterion and are kept. The
Extended column indicates how many of the generated together structures meet the
extension criterion. For this data, the quality criterion requires the number of days
covered by the together structure to be greater than 50% of what is expected and the
extension criterion requires the together structure to cover at least 1% of the total
number of days in the sample. The table indicates that at the first level, a total of
9000 together structures are generated, of which 540 pass the quality criterion and
the extension criterion. These 540 together structures are expanded into 162,000
together structures, each with three domain elements, of which 57,923 are kept and
two of which are expanded. The total number of together structures is 58,603 (540
+ 57,923 + 140).
structures are extended.
Table 3.3, Table 3.4, Table 3.5, and Table 3.6 show examples of actual together
structures that are generated over the mutual fund data set.3 Table 3.3 shows the
highest frequency two domain element together structures. The first four together
structures capture information about extreme movements in the funds. The first
together structure, for example, indicates that the worst possible showing in the Gold
Fund (a bin 1 performance) is often followed by another worst possible performance.
After these first four together structures, many of the rest of the together structures
capture co-occurrence information across mutual funds. Some of the domain elements
refer to dates as far as seven days back, but none go further than that, suggesting
that the ten day window is not much of a restriction.
3All of the together structures in this chapter are displayed with parenthesis around each domain
element and nowhere else. To recover the original nesting of the together structures, simply right
parenthesize the domain elements. For example, the together structure (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 1 2)
should be read as ((G 0 1) ((G 1 1) (P 1 2))) which means that the together structure ((G 1 1) (P
1 2)) was paired with domain element (G 0 1) by the beam search.
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Table 3.4 shows all of the extensions of the first together structure in Table 3.3
which meet the quality criterion and, hence, are kept. All of these together structures
store information about how likely it is that the Gold Fund will perform very poorly
today (0 days ago). Note that the third domain element is approximately evenly
distributed amongst the three mutual funds. Informally, this means that the influence
of the three mutual funds on the performance of the Gold Fund is approximately the
same once reference has been made to the previous day's movement in the Gold Fund
(which is captured by the second domain element in all of the together structures).
Only two three domain element together structures are extended. These are shown
in Table 3.5. The first of these two together structures indicates that poor recent
performance in the Latin America Fund leads to poor performance in the Pacific
Opportunities Fund. Table 3.6 shows the most frequently occurring extensions of the
two together structures in Table 3.5.
3.2.4 The highest accuracy together structure selects the
fund
Once the together structures database has been created, it is run on the out-of-sample
data base and the performance is recorded. For each day, the together structure which
covers the day and has the highest accuracy in predicting the change in price for the
next day is selected.4 For example, suppose that the following together structures
cover a particular day:
1. (L 0 10) (L 1 10) (G 4 7) Accuracy: 56%
2. (P 0 9) (L 1 9) (P 3 2) Accuracy: 57%
3. (G 0 4) (P 3 5) (L 1 2) Accuracy: 63%
The strategy will switch into the Money Market Fund because the highest accuracy
together structure predicts that the Gold Fund's performance will be in bin 4 which
4Provided that the left edge of the bin is greater than 1. If not, the trading strategy switches
into the Scudder Money Market Fund.
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) 27
(P 0 1) (P 1 1) 27
(L 0 10) (L 1 10) 25
(L 0 1) (L 1 1) 23
(G 0 4) (P 1 5) 22
(P 0 1) (L 1 1) 22
(L 0 1) (L 4 1) 21
(P 0 10) (P 1 9) 21
(P 0 1) (L 4 1) 21
(L 0 10) (L 3 1) 20
(L 0 10) (P 4 7) 20
(L 0 1) (L 3 1) 20
(P 0 8) (G 3 7) 20
(L 0 7) (G 3 9) 19
(L 0 6) (L 1 5) 19
(P 0 6) (G 2 2) 19
(P 0 4) (G 2 6) 19
(P 0 1) (L 2 1) 19
(G 0 10) (P 1 7) 18
(G 0 9) (L 4 9) 18
(L 0 10) (L 4 1) 18
(L 0 9) (G 4 5) 18
(L 0 7) (G 4 9) 18
(L 0 1) (G 7 8) 18
(L 0 1) (G 4 8) 18
(L 0 1) (G 2 1) 18
(L 0 1) (P 1 1) 18
(P 0 10) (P 2 10) 18
(P 0 8) (L 1 5) 18
(P 0 8) (P 6 10) 18
(P 0 8) (P 4 2) 18
(P 0 6) (G 3 5) 18
(P 0 6) (P 6 5) 18
(P 0 5) (L 5 2) 18
(P 0 2) (G 3 8) 18
(P 0 1) (P 2 1) 18
Table 3.3: The highest frequency two domain element together structures. The two
lists specify the two domain elements and the right-most number is the frequency of
occurrence. For example, the first together structure indicates that a bottom decile
move in the Gold Fund was followed by a bottom decile move in the Gold Fund
twenty-seven times which is nearly three times the expected frequency.
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 1 2) 7 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 1 1) 8
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 1 5) 5 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 1 8) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 1 7) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 2 2) 7
(G 0 1) (G 1) (P 2 3) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 2 3) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 2 5) 5 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 2 10) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 2 6) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 3 3) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 2 7) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 3 4) 6
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 3 3) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 4 4) 5
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 3 6) 5 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 4 5) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1) (P 3 9) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 4 9) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 4 6) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 5 4) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 4 7) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 5 9) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 4 9) 5 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 6 5) 6
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 5 6) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 6 6) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 5 7) 5 (G 0 1) (G 1) (L 6 10) 5
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 5 9) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 7 5) 5
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 6 7) 5 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 7 6) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 6 8) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 8 6) 5
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 6 9) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 ) (L 9 2) 5
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 7 1) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 9 6) 6
(G 0 1) (G 1 i) (P 7 4) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (L 9 8) 5
(Go 1) (G 1 1) (P 7 6) 6
(G 0 1) (G 1) (P 8 1) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 8 5) 5
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 8 6) 7
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (P 9 1) 5
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 2 1) 8 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 6 8) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 2 2) 6 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 6 10) 4
(G 0 1) (G i 1) (G 2 8) 4 (G 0 1) (G i 1) (G 7 8) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 3 1) 5 (G 0 1) (G 11) (G 7 9) 5
(G 0 1) (G 1 I) (G 3 2) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 8 5) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1) (G 3 8) 5 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 8 6) 7
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 4 2) 4 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 9 2) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 4 8) 6 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 9 5) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 4 10) 5 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 9 6) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 5 1) 5 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 9 7) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 5 8) 6 (G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 9 8) 4
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 6 1) 5
(G 0 1) (G 1 1) (G 6 7) 5
Table 3.4: Extensions of the first together structure shown in Table 3.3. The number
to the right of each together structure is the frequency of co-occurrence. The first
two domain elements are identical for all of these together structures.
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(P 0 1) (L 4 1) (L 1 1) 11
(L 0 10) (G 7 1) (L 1 10) 10
Table 3.5: The two three domain element together structures that are extended. All











































































































































































































































































Table 3.6: Extensions of the together structures shown in Table 3.5. The number
to the right of each together structure is the frequency of co-occurrence. None of
these together structures pass the extension criterion so the iterative beam search




















has a left edge of less than 1. If only the first two together structures were covers,
then the strategy would switch into the Pacific Opportunities Fund, as suggested by
the second together structure.
Many other selection criteria could have been chosen. For example, choosing the
together structure that selects the fund with the highest expected return would be
a reasonable alternative. This particular method was chosen because it requires no
information beyond what is already contained in the together structures.
The accuracy of a together structure can be computed using the frequency in-
formation that is carried by each together structure. The accuracy of a together
structure is the number of times that the domain elements co-occur (call this S for
success) divided by the number of times that all of the elements except for the domain
element that predicts a change in today's price co-occur (call this T for total). In
the three examples given above, as with all of the together structures shown in this
chapter, the domain element that predicts a change in today's price is always listed
first.
The frequency S is equal to the co-occurrence frequency which is carried by every
together structure. If A is the domain element that predicts a change in today's price
and B is the other domain element (or together structure), T is the frequency of
A and B plus the frequency of A and B. The first frequency is S and the second
frequency is equal to one of the two disconfirm frequencies that the together structure
carries.
3.3 The together structure strategy meets the
criteria of success
The first half of this section describes the performance of the together structure
trading strategy on the out-of-sample data set. Figure 3-3 is a graph of the cumulative
percentage gain on the 3.6 year out-of-sample data set. The second half of this section
reports the performance of the trading strategy in real-time trading. Although the
real-time data set is far too short to support the claim that the strategy's returns
Mutual Fund Switching Strategy: Historical Results
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Figure 3-3: The performance of the together structure trading strategy on historical
out-of-sample data. This graph shows the return of the together structure trading
strategy and the performance of the Scudder Pacific Opportunities Fund, the Scudder
Latin America Fund, and the Scudder Gold Fund over the period from December 16,
1992 to July 25, 1996. The graph plots the ratio of the current price to the price on
the start date (December 16, 1992) as a function of time. At the right most edge
of the graph, the lines correspond to: the together structure trading strategy (top
line), the Scudder Gold Fund (second from the top line), the Scudder Latin America
Fund (second from the bottom line), and the Scudder Pacific Opportunities Fund
(bottom line). The monthly returns of these four time series are given in Table 3.10
and Table 3.11.
will be better than a buy-and-hold strategy, it suggests that the gap between the
hypothetical out-of-sample results and actual trading results can be bridged. Figure 3-
4 plots the cumulative return of the real-time account.
3.3.1 The performance of the together structure strategy
is better than buy and hold
This section compares the performance of the together structure strategy with buy-
and-hold strategies in each of the three funds. The data suggests that the together







Mutual Fund Switching Strategy: Real-time Results
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Figure 3-4: The performance of the together structure trading strategy in real time.
The graph covers the period from November 7, 1996 to February 14, 1997. In com-
puting the return of the strategy, I assume that the money market fund has a 0%
daily return and that there are no transaction costs. Because the return of the money
market is higher than the transaction costs (at least for the period shown in the
graph), the final cumulative return is slightly higher than the one indicated by the
figure. The underlying data used to generate this figure, along with the actual value
of the trading account, are shown in Table 3.16 and Table 3.17.
Scudder Pacific Opportunities Fund
Scudder Latin America Fund
Scudder Gold Fund
Together structure strategy





Table 3.7: Annual return and Sharpe ratio of the Scudder Pacific Opportunities Fund,
the Scudder Latin America Fund, the Scudder Gold Fund, and the together structure
trading strategy on the out-of-sample period. The Sharpe ratio is the return of the
strategy in excess of the T-bill rate divided by the standard deviation of the returns
of the strategy.
Empirical data
Table 3.7 compares the annual returns and Sharpe ratios.5 The annual return of
the together strategy is almost four times greater than the annual return of the best
mutual fund. The Sharpe ratio, which is a measure of risk-adjusted return, of the
together strategy is more than three times greater than the annual return of the best
mutual fund. For comparison purposes, Table 3.8 lists hedge funds with top Sharpe
ratios and Table 3.9 lists hedge funds with top annual returns.
Figure 3-3 shows the cumulative profit and loss of the together structure strategy
and the three mutual funds over the out-of-sample test period. A cursory inspection
of the graph suggest that the together structure strategy performs best when the three
mutual funds are rising. This intuition is quantified in Table 3.13 which shows that the
cross-correlation of the daily returns of the together strategy and the daily returns of
the three mutual funds is high, ranging from a low of 0.50 for the Pacific Opportunities
Fund to a high of 0.63 for the Latin America Fund. The cross-correlation with the
average return of the three mutual funds is an even higher 0.69.
Table 3.10 and Table 3.11 contain the monthly returns of the three mutual funds
and the together structure strategy on the out-of-sample returns. These tables show
that the together structure strategy, although it outperforms the three funds by a
5The Sharpe ratio is a measure of risk-adjusted return. The Sharpe ratio is equal to r where
u is the mean return of the fund, cr is the standard deviation of the returns, and r is the return of






















Table 3.8: Funds with top Sharpe ratios over a five year period (December 1, 1991
to November 30, 1996) as reported by HedgeMAR [49]. The Sharpe ratio is the
mean return of the fund in excess of the T-bill rate of return divided by the standard
deviation of the returns. The together structure strategy has a Sharpe ratio of 3.52
over the period 12/16/92-7/26/96. This 3.6 year period is a subset of the five year
period covered by the data shown in the table.
Fund
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Table 3.9: Funds with top annual returns over a five year period (December 1, 1991 to
November 30, 1996) as reported by HedgeMAR [49]. The together structure strategy
has an annual return of 87.7% over the period 12/16/92-7/26/96. This 3.6 year period
is a subset of the five year period covered by the data shown in the table.
Fund Sharpe ratio
significant margin over the long term, sometimes stumbles badly. For example, in the
month of June 1993, the return of the together structure strategy is worse than the re-
turn of each of the three funds. This means that instead of switching consistently into
a high performing fund, the strategy was consistently switching into a low performing
fund. Months like these are balanced by periods such as the eight months between
April, 1994 and November, 1994 when the together structure strategy outperformed
each mutual fund every month.
The together structure strategy is unprofitable during ten of the forty-four months
in the out-of-sample period shown in Table 3.10 and Table 3.11. Tellingly, all of the
strategy's monthly losses occur during months when the average performance of the
three stock funds is negative. This suggests that one way to improve the performance
of the together structure trading strategy is to add a negatively correlated fund to
the mix.
Even restricting the strategy to the three funds, there is considerable room for
improvement. On the out-of-sample data, the strategy chooses the top performing
fund only 39.76% of the time and is profitable on 68.4% of the days. There are
certain functions, such as moving averages, which are very difficult to compute with
the fund/day/bin domain elements. The strategy might benefit from having moving
averages, as well as other market indicators, added exogenously as extra time series.
Date PO LA Gold Strategy
Dec-92 -0.50% 2.65% 0.71% 0.58%
Jan-93 -0.33% 0.48% -1.17% -3.02%
Feb-93 3.68% 2.57% 6.40% 4.55%
Mar-93 2.18% 7.83% 9.24% 4.20%
Apr-93 4.27% -4.21% 9.38% 8.16%
May-93 3.34% 4.31% 11.18% 3.47%
Jun-93 -2.20% 6.90% 1.76% 8.47%
Jul-93 0.60% 1.77% 8.57% 11.28%
Aug-93 5.07% 10.75% -7.21% 4.29%
Sep-93 1.21% 3.43% -8.79% 4.88%
Oct-93 13.76% 7.29% 11.45% 10.71%
Nov-93 0.61% 4.89% -0.82% 7.41%
Dec-93 17.48% 12.63% 9.69% 15.43%
Jan-94 -3.10% 12.41% 3.83% 12.36%
Feb-94 -7.14% -4.31% -3.47% -5.31%
Mar-94 -9.91% -7.59% 3.07% -3.01%
Apr-94 4.01% -4.13% -6.09% 9.69%
May-94 3.73% 4.45% 3.55% 5.45%
Jun-94 -4.74% -7.79% -5.75% -3.40%
Jul-94 3.96% 9.34% -0.23% 11.02%
Aug-94 7.51% 11.72% 2.94% 15.22%
Sep-94 -1.52% 3.82% 7.59% 7.62%
Oct-94 0.51% -3.17% -5.00% 1.66%
Nov-94 -6.65% -2.41% -10.13% -0.24%
Dec-94 -3.69% -17.65% 3.68% -4.90%
Table 3.10: Monthly returns for the Scudder Pacific Opportunities Fund, the Scudder
Latin America Fund, the Scudder Gold Fund, and the together structure trading
strategy on the out-of-sample data. Table 3.13 shows the correlations of these monthly
returns. Table 3.7 shows the annual returns of the three stock funds and the together
structure trading strategy. The monthly returns of the together structure trading
strategy are significantly better (p < .01) than the monthly returns of each of the
three mutual fund portfolios. Note that the out-of-sample period includes only the
latter half of December, 1992 and the first half of July, 1996.
Date PO LA Gold Strategy
Jan-95 -7.96% -10.96% -11.96% 10.89%
Feb-95 4.84% -12.97% 1.84% -3.46%
Mar-95 0.53% -0.89% 11.14% 16.08%
Apr-95 -0.46% 11.79% 4.12% 11.82%
May-95 5.74% 0.74% 1.72% 6.35%
Jun-95 3.74% 10.23% 7.52% 16.32%
Jul-95 -0.42% -3.95% -1.35% 0.12%
Aug-95 -3.13% 1.56% -0.53% 1.46%
Sep-95 0.62% -0.74% -0.67% -0.10%
Oct-95 -3.40% -6.95% -6.04% -1.41%
Nov-95 -2.12% 3.64% 5.67% 14.05%
Dec-95 4.19% 1.30% 3.06% 7.39%
Jan-96 4.93% 14.22% 22.12% 14.64%
Feb-96 0.60% -4.56% 8.45% 9.33%
Mar-96 -1.14% 3.42% 3.08% 0.34%
Apr-96 3.33% 3.52% 5.02% 6.03%
May-96 -0.18% 4.31% 8.11% 9.07%
Jun-96 -1.59% 1.41% -14.21% -1.61%
Jul-96 -4.84% -4.37% -3.65% -2.43%
Table 3.11: Monthly returns for the Scudder Pacific Opportunities Fund, the Scudder
Latin America Fund, the Scudder Gold Fund, and the together structure trading
strategy on the out-of-sample data. Table 3.13 shows the correlations of these monthly
returns. Table 3.7 shows the annual returns of the three stock funds and the together
structure trading strategy. The monthly returns of the together structure trading
strategy are significantly better (p < .01) than the monthly returns of each of the
three mutual fund portfolios. Note that the out-of-sample period includes only the
latter half of December, 1992 and the first half of July, 1996.
% time spent in fund
Scudder Pacific Opportunities Fund
Scudder Latin America Fund
Scudder Gold Fund





Table 3.12: The percentage of time that the together structure trading strategy spends
in each of the four funds that it trades amongst. The trading strategy correctly selects
the top performing fund 39.76% of the time.
Table 3.13: Monthly return correlation matrix. The monthly returns of the together
structure trading strategy are highly correlated with the monthly returns of each of
the three stock funds. The correlation of the average of the monthly returns of the
stock funds with the monthly return of the strategy is 0.69.
Statistical measures of confidence
The econometric art as it is practiced at the computer terminal involves
fitting many, perhaps thousands, of statistical models. One or several
that the researcher finds pleasing are selected for reporting purposes.
This searching for a model is often well intentioned, but there can be no
doubt that such a specification search invalidates the traditional theories
of inference.[38]
This section applies a statistical test on the data described immediately above
which shows that the performance of the together structure trading strategy is sta-
tistically significantly better than buy and hold.
One critical concern in all studies of this sort is to determine whether or not data
mining or data snooping has occurred. Because the trading strategy has been fitted
to the in-sample data, its performance on the in-sample data is likely to be inflated.
























Table 3.14: Thirty together structures of the form (P 1 10) (fund 0 bin). The fund
slot of the second domain element corresponds to the fund and is listed in the first
row and the bin slot which corresponds to the bin number is listed in the first column.
Hence the upper left hand together structure is (P 1 10) (P 0 1) and it stores how
many times a top decile move in the Pacific Opportunities Fund is followed on the
next day by a bottom decile move in the Pacific Opportunities Fund. This table
shows that a top decile move in the Pacific Opportunities Fund is followed by strong
moves in the Pacific Opportunities Fund, the Latin American Fund, and the Gold
Fund more often than would be expected. For the Pacific Opportunities Fund, the
number of occurrences in the last three bins is 45 (15+14+16) which is 64.8% more
than would be expected if the occurrences were evenly distributed throughout the ten
bins. For the Latin America Fund, the number of occurrences in the last three bins
is 38 (10+14+14) which is 39.2% more than would be expected if the occurrences
were evenly distributed throughout the ten bins. For the Gold Fund, the number of























Table 3.15: Thirty together structures of the form (P 1 10) (P 0 10) (fund 2 bin).
The fund slot of the second domain element corresponds to the fund and is listed in
the first row and the bin slot which corresponds to the bin number is listed in the
first column. Hence the lower left hand together structure is (P 1 10) (P 0 1) (P 2
10) and it stores how many times a bottom decile move in the Pacific Opportunities
Fund is preceded by two top decile moves in a row in the Pacific Opportunities Fund.
These together structures are extensions of the together structure in the lower left
hand corner of Table 3.14. This table shows that two top decile moves in a row in the
Pacific Opportunities Fund are followed more often than expected by strong moves
in the three stock funds. In the Pacific Opportunities fund the frequency in the top
three deciles is 108% greater than expected, in the Latin America Fund the frequency
is 25% greater than expected, and in the Gold Fund the frequency is 46% greater
than expected.
of a time series can show extraordinary profits on in-sample data [70].
The best way to address this issue is not to apply finely tuned data mining cor-
rections, but rather to segregate a clean out-of-sample data set on which the strategy
is run only once, after it has been developed on the in-sample data. The approach of
maintaining a clean out-of-sample data set, as I have done, is the "only fully satisfac-
tory solution" [72] to addressing questions of statistical significance and data mining.
The statistical test described here is performed on the out-of-sample data set.
This statistical test measures whether or not two sample distributions are drawn
from the same distribution. This test shows that the difference in mean daily returns
between the together structure strategy and a buy-and-hold strategy in each of the
funds is significant (p < .01). The p value is obtained from a two sample t-test that
assumes unequal variances. The t value is given by:
X 1 - 22(3.1)
n
where xl and x 2 are the mean daily returns of the two strategies, al and oa2 are
the standard deviations of the daily returns of the two strategies, n is the number of
samples, and Cov(xl, x 2) is the covariance of xl and x 2.
3.3.2 The together structure strategy is a trend-following
strategy
Broadly speaking, the together structure strategy appears to locate trends in the three
mutual funds and switch to the fund that has the highest probability of following the
trend. This is in contrast to strategies which attempt to buy bottoms and sell tops.
The together structure strategy instead locates a fund that has already started to
move upwards, assesses the probability that it will continue to move upwards on the
next day, and then selects the fund that has the highest probability of showing a
profit on the next day.
This is illustrated by Table 3.14 and Table 3.15. Table 3.14 shows that strong
upward moves in the Pacific Opportunities Fund are preceded by strong moves in the
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fund more often than expected. Curiously, they are also preceded by strong moves in
the Latin America Fund and in the Gold Fund more often than expected. Table 3.15
shows all of the possible extensions of one of the together structures in Table 3.14
and indicates that strong moves in the Pacific Opportunities Fund are preceded by
two consecutive strong moves in the fund more often than expected. As was the case
with the together structures in Table 3.14, this phenomena is also true of the Latin
America Fund and the Gold Fund.
3.3.3 The together structure strategy performs well in real-
time trading
Starting on November 7, 1996 and continuing to this date a small six digit account
has been traded in real time using the together structure trading strategy. Table 3.16
and Table 3.17 give detailed data about the performance of this trading account,
including daily returns. Figure 3-4 charts the daily cumulative return of the strategy.
The performance of the fund during the real-time test period has been above what
would be expected from the out-of-sample test. However, this should be discounted
because the average return of the three mutual funds has been above its long run
average during this period. Over the real-time period (11/7/96-2/14/97), the Pacific
Opportunities Fund rose from 16.21 to 17.57, a gain of 8.38%; the Latin America
Fund rose from 20.87 to 25.27, a gain of 21.08%; and the Gold Fund fell from 13.61
to 13.01, a loss of 4.41%.6 The return of the Pacific Opportunities Fund over this
three and a half month period is just short of its annual return over the out-of-sample
period (as shown in Table 3.7) and the return of the Latin America Fund is in fact
higher than its annual return. Note that despite the above average performance of
those two funds, the together structure strategy still outperformed (although not by
a statistically significant amount) a buy-and-hold strategy in each of the three funds.
More importantly, this real-time test period served to verify that the trading
strategy can actually be executed. Four critical concerns were addressed. First, the
6 All of these figures are adjusted for yearly distributions which took place on December 27, 1996.
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transaction costs, although not zero as had been assumed in out-of-sample testing,
were minimal. The transaction costs amounted to less than 0.4% of the principal in
the account. This entire cost was charged to the account in December when a foreign
tax was applied to a trade in the Latin America Fund. Second, the trading has not
been restricted in any way, despite the fact that the frequency of trading is very high.
Third, the real-time trading requires computing the closing price of the three funds
slightly prior to the close so that a trade can be entered on that day. Fortunately,
mutual funds disclose their holdings on a quarterly basis and this information, along
with the price of each holding a few minutes prior to the closing, can be used to
estimate the closing price. Fourth, although there have been human errors during the
real-time period which have resulted in incorrect trades they have not outweighed the
edge provided by the together structure strategy.
3.4 The performance degrades gracefully
This section describes experiments that test how the performance of the together
structure strategy changes when the set of together structures is modified. The pur-
pose of these tests is to understand, to some degree, why the together structure system
achieves the performance described in the previous section.
The nesting of the together structures automatically adds a degree of robustness
to the final set of the together structures. If a single together structure is deleted,
then the performance is unlikely to deteriorate because either a parent of the together
structure or a child of the together structure will seamlessly replace the deleted to-
gether structure.
Of course, this seamless replacement can only happen up to a point. Figure 3-5
quantifies how quickly the performance degradation takes place. Impressively, all of
the 253 together structures (see Table 3.20 for a list of the most frequently occurring
ones) that are the best covers on the out-of-sample data set can be eliminated and
the annual return declines by a statistically insignificant amount.
Figure 3-6 explains, in part, why the together structure system is so robust. On
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Additions
Table 3.16: The trades over the real-time test period: November 7, 1996
17, 1996. The first column is
The third column shows the
fourth and fifth columns are,
the date. The second column shows the
inception to date return or cumulative





indicates which mutual fund was traded (LA = Scudder Latin America Fund; PO
= Scudder Pacific Opportunities Fund; Gold = Scudder Gold Fund; MM = Scudder
Money Market Fund). The seventh column shows the estimated value of the account.
The eighth column shows additions to the principal in the account. The ninth column
shows the actual value of the account, as indicated by the brokerage firm. The actual
capital in the account differs from the estimated capital for two reasons. First, the
estimated amount assumes that the return of the money market fund is 0% when, in
fact, it is slightly positive. Second, the estimated amount assumes that there are no






































































































































































































































































































Table 3.17: The trades over the real-time test period: December 18, 1996 to January
27, 1997. The first column is the date. The second column shows the daily return.
The third column shows the inception to date return or cumulative return. The
fourth and fifth columns are, respectively, the buy and sell prices. The sixth column
indicates which mutual fund was traded (LA = Scudder Latin America Fund; PO
= Scudder Pacific Opportunities Fund; Gold = Scudder Gold Fund; MM = Scudder
Money Market Fund). The seventh column shows the estimated value of the account.
The eighth column shows additions to the principal in the account. The ninth column
shows the actual value of the account, as indicated by the brokerage firm. The actual
capital in the account differs from the estimated capital for two reasons. First, the
estimated amount assumes that the return of the money market fund is 0% when, in
fact, it is slightly positive. Second, the estimated amount assumes that there are no

































































































































































































































































Table 3.18: The trades over the real-time test period: January 28, 1997
14, 1997. The first column is
The third column shows the
fourth and fifth columns are,
the date. The second column shows the
inception to date return or cumulative

































indicates which mutual fund was traded (LA = Scudder Latin America Fund; PO
= Scudder Pacific Opportunities Fund; Gold = Scudder Gold Fund; MM = Scudder
Money Market Fund). The seventh column shows the estimated value of the account.
The eighth column shows additions to the principal in the account. The ninth column
shows the actual value of the account, as indicated by the brokerage firm. The actual
capital in the account differs from the estimated capital for two reasons. First, the
estimated amount assumes that the return of the money market fund is 0% when, in
fact, it is slightly positive. Second, the estimated amount assumes that there are no
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Figure 3-5: Ratio of annual return to initial annual return as a function of the number
of deleted together structures. The 253 together structures that are the best covers
on the out-of-sample data set are deleted sequentially, beginning with the one that
covers the most days, and the annual return of the modified set of together structures
is computed and divided by the return of the initial set of together structures. At the
right most edge of the graph, all 253 initial together structures have been deleted and
the annual return is 96.40% of the initial return. The minimum of the graph occurs
after 168 together structures have been deleted. At that point the annual return is
83.82% of the initial annual return.
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Figure 3-6: The number of together structures that cover each day in the out-of-
sample data set. On average, 709.373 together structures cover each day in the
out-of-sample data set. This redundant coverage explains why the performance of
the system degrades gracefully when together structures are ablated.
average, 709.373 together structures (out of a total of 58,603; see Table 3.2) cover each
day in the out-of-sample data set. Each of these together structures has been created
by a beam search process that selects only the best together structures. Hence,
although the best together structures may have been ablated, very good together
structures are still available to take their place.
Figure 3-7 illustrates this phenomena for the most frequently occurring together
structure in the out-of-sample data set. On eighteen of the twenty one days that
the most frequently occurring together structure is the best cover, its replacement
together structures (of which there are twelve; see Table 3.19) make the same predic-
tion. On two of the remaining three days, the replacements actually outperform the
original together structure.
Figure 3-8 shows, for each day on the out-of-sample data set, how many domain
elements the best cover contains. None of the two domain element together structures
is ever the highest accuracy covering together structure, so all of these structures
could be deleted without impairing performance. Also, the four domain element
























(1 0 7) (0 4 5) (0 6 4)
(1 0 10) (1 1 1) (1 5 1)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 3 1)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (2 9 8)
(008) (0 1 5) (0 8 1)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 3 1)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 6 1)
(1 0 10) (1 4 1) (1 5 1)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 6 1)
(0 0 9) (0 8 10) (2 2 3)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 3 1)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (2 9 8)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 3 1)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 3 1)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 3 1)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 3 1)
(1 0 7) (2 3 9) (24 9)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (2 5 5)
(0 0 8) (0 4 2) (2 7 8)
(10 8) (0 76) (1 74)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 6 1)
Table 3.19: The together structures that replace (1 0 10) (1 1 1) (1 2 1). The Day
column refers to the day in the out-of-sample data set on which the together structure
listed in the second column is the best cover. The together structure that is the most
frequent replacement is (1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 3 1) which shares two domain elements
with the original together structure.
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Day
(1 0 10) (1 1 1) (1 2 1)
(0 0 10) (0 2 1) (0 3 1)
(0 0 7) (1 1 6) (1 2 5)
(1 0 10) (0 3 1) (1 5 1)
(1 0 10) (1 1 10) (1 2 10)
(0 0 10) (0 1 9) (0 4 5)
(1 0 7) (2 3 9) (2 6 2)
(1 0 7) (0 9 9) (1 1 7)
(0 0 10) (1 3 5) (1 5 4)
(0 0 10) (0 1 10) (0 3 10)
(0 0 8) (0 4 2) (2 7 8)
(0 0 7) (0 2 7) (0 4 9)
(1 0 10) (2 5 1) (2 6 1)
(1 0 10) (1 2 10) (1 5 1)
(1 0 7) (1 1 7) (1 7 6)
(0 0 9) (1 1 8) (1 2 7)
(1 0 8) (1 9 6) (2 7 2)
(1 0 7) (0 9 5) (2 6 10)
(0 0 10) (1 1 10) (2 1 9)
(0 0 9) (0 2 8) (0 8 10)
(0 0 7) (0 1 7) (1 1 4)
(2 0 8) (1 2 9) (2 4 5)
(0 0 10) (0 1 9) (2 6 8)
(0 0 8) (0 4 2) (1 9 5)
(0 o 7) (o 5 6) (0 9 7)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 3 1)
(1 0 10) (1 1 10) (1 7 1) (2 7 1)
(1 0 10) (0 5 8) (1 6 5)
(1 0 8) (0 7 6) (1 7 4)
(0 0 10) (0 2 10) (1 6 10)
(0 0 10) (0 1 1) (0 2 1)
(0 0 8) (1 7 4) (2 3 7)
(2 0 8) (0 7 7) (1 3 10)
(1 0 10) (1 3 1) (1 4 1)
(1 0 10) (1 2 1) (1 6 1)
(1 0 10) (1 1 10) (1 4 1)
(1 0 10) (0 4 7) (1 3 6)
Table 3.20: Together structures, ranked in order of the number of times that they are
the best cover on the out-of-sample data set. Figure 3-7 shows how the performance
on the out of sample data set changes when the first of these together structures is
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Figure 3-7: A comparison of the together structure that most frequently makes a
prediction ("original") on the out-of-sample data set with its replacements ("replace-
ment"). The straight line shows the return of the original together structure for each
of the 21 days that it makes a prediction. The dotted line shows the performance of
the together structure strategy when the original together structure is deleted. This
figure illustrates the robustness of the together structure system.
database is composed of four domain element together structures, approximately 1.8%
of the predictions are made by these together structures.
3.5 Together structures uncover local pockets of
regularity
In this stock market application, the together structure representation captures reg-
ularities in the market that repeat over time, giving the system the opportunity to
extract above average returns from the market. A short, but growing, real-time test
of this strategy suggests that the returns achieved on the out-of-sample data can be
realized.
Why does the relatively simple together structure strategy perform so well? Al-
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Figure 3-8: The number of domain elements in the best cover for each day of the
out-of-sample data set. Note that although approximately 1% of the together struc-
ture memory consists of two domain element together structures (see Table 3.2) these
together structures are always trumped by the three and four domain element to-
gether structures. Furthermore, the four domain element together structures are
over-represented. Although they compose less than 0.3% of the together structures
they are responsible for approximately 1.8% of the predictions. In short, there is a
very clear hierarchy: the three domain element together structures are preferred to
the two domain element together structures and the four domain element together
structures are preferred to the three domain element together structures.
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Part of the answer is certainly that mutual funds are relatively easier to trade
simply because the transaction costs are so low compared to other financial instru-
ments. So, while regularities may exist in other markets, they are not great enough
to overcome transaction costs. However, this cannot be the full answer because even
when transaction costs are added back into the returns very few market participants
outperform a buy-and-hold strategy by a statistically significant margin [67].
Another answer is that together structures combine information from three dif-
ferent price series. This is in contrast to many technical trading strategies which
are often based on a single price series. For example, The Encyclopedia of Technical
Market Indicators [45] catalogs many technical indicators, none of which are func-
tions of more than two price series. Indeed, in the field of devising technical analysis
strategies, the idea of using more than one price series is new and unexplored [21].
Many tests of market efficiency (see, e.g., [66, 12, 50, 11, 10, 18, 19, 56, 32]) test
whether one variable (such as yesterday's price change) influences future stock prices.
If future stock prices are generated by an underlying model which has a large number
of variables each of which has a small but non-negligible influence on the outcome,
then such statistical tests will always fail to reject the null hypothesis that the market
is efficient with respect to that variable. The together structure system, by building
a large model composed of thousands of components each of which has a small but
non-negligible influence on the performance, addresses, in part, this shortcoming.
A related, but more obscure, explanation is that, by binning daily returns, the
together structure system operates at a lower level of abstraction than many other
systems. To give but one example of how this might improve the performance, note
that the second together structure in Table 3.5 indicates that a very poor perfor-
mance in the Gold Fund is often followed by an excellent return in the Latin America
Fund. That is to say, the returns are negatively correlated at the extremes. However,
Table 3.13 shows that the Gold Fund and the Latin America Fund have a positive
correlation of 0.40. So, an approach that computed the correlation of the two funds
over the entire universe of daily returns would fail to find the local regularity that












Table 3.21: Cross-correlation of
the Pacific Opportunities Fund
column).
the Gold Fund's daily return with the daily return of































Table 3.22: Cross-correlation of the Pacific Opportunities Fund's daily return with










































Table 3.23: Cross-correlation of the Latin America Fund's daily return with the daily
return of the Gold Fund (second column) and the Pacific Opportunities Fund (third
column).
A final answer to this question is that the together structure trading strategy is not
simple at all. Although each together structure is simple, when the 58,000 together
structures are combined into one strategy, the result is a complex, non-linear model














This section describes how a together structure based chess player learns how to play
better chess by learning from a chess program that makes random moves. If you
want to see the final board position of a game in which the player with access to the
together structures defeats the random player, turn to Figure 4-6.
4.1 Chess is a difficult game with simple rules
Chess is played by two players on an 8x8 board as shown in Figure 4-1. Each player
begins with sixteen pieces (eight pawns, two knights, two bishops, two rooks, one
queen, and one king), and the players alternate moves until the king is attacked and
cannot move into a square that is not attacked ("checkmate") or until the game is
drawn.
4.2 The domain element is a piece on a board
position
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Figure 4-1: The starting state of the game of chess. The game is played on an 8x8
board. Each side has eight pawns, two rooks, two knights, two bishops, and one queen
and king.
* Adjacency information. For example: "The white queen is aligned on the same
diagonal as the white bishop."
* Move information. For example: "The white rook, black king, and white knight
can all move to square d3 in one move."
* Spatial information. For example: "The white rook is on square e5."
For simplicity, I chose the third definition in this list.1 With this definition the
together structure system stores co-occurrence data about how often a board position
with, say, a white queen on d3 and a black king on d8, leads to a win for white. So,
each domain element has two components, one for the type of piece and one for the
piece's position on the board. A blank square, or space, is considered to be a piece,
as are the king, queen, rook, knight, bishop, and pawn.
'In addition to simplicity, this "spatial" domain element also has the property that it can be
used to capture, in an admittedly indirect manner, adjacency information and move information.
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4.3 Criteria of success
The goal of this application is to build a learning system for chess that can extract
performance improving information from a database of chess games. Hence, the way
to demonstrate success in this domain is to show that a chess playing program with
access to together structures plays better than an identical chess playing program
without access to together structures.
Informal experiments with standard chess programs, such as GNUCHESS and
CRAFTY, suggested that important modifications would have to be made to them
in order to incorporate together structures. The components of these programs have
been tightly co-optimized so a change in one component forces changes in other
components. Because changing multiple components of a standard program would
defeat the purpose of using such a program, I chose instead to use a program that
makes random chess moves.
So, the criteria of success for this application involves comparing a chess program
that makes random moves to a chess program that instead of choosing a random move
makes the move suggested by the together structures. If the chess player with access
to the together structures outplays the random chess player, then this application of
together structures will be considered a success.
Note that the together structures must be created by observing the random chess
player play against itself. If the together structures were created by examining the
games of chess masters, then the internal control provided by playing against the
random chess player would be invalidated.
4.4 The learning procedure nests together struc-
tures
The source of data for the chess application is a database of games played by a random
chess player against itself. A total of 416 games were played by the random player of
which 26 were wins for white and 47 were wins for black. The rest of the games were
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drawn.
The 73 games that were wins for white or black were used to build the together
structures. Each game is processed by the together structure system after the com-
pletion of the game. After each move in each of these 73 games, each of the together
structure that matches a board position is updated. For example, if on move 13 of
a game in which white wins, the black king is positioned on d8 and the white queen
is positioned on e5, then the together structure that stores information about these
two domain elements ("black king on d8" and "white queen on e5") is updated by
incrementing the slot that corresponds to the number of wins for black.
In the next pass through the games, each of the together structures created in
the first pass is considered to be a domain element, and, as such, can be paired in
a new together structure with another domain element. So, the second pass creates
together structures with primitive domain element triples (when one of the together
structures is paired with a primitive domain element) and quadruples (when two
together structures are paired). Multiple passes are made through the games until
there are no more together structures to extend. Because the data set is so small,
every together structure which matches more than three or more board positions and
which specifies the positions of ten or fewer pieces is extended. If the data set were
larger, then some measure of the quality of the together structure in predicting a win
for white or black would be used to decide which together structures to extend.
The end result of this process is a database of together structures, such as the
ones shown in Figure 4-2. A total of 5,646 together structures are created from the
database of 73 games.
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SS 1 43 2 0
Q K 27 60 1 0
P N 32 36 11 0
P K 33 60 3 0
QB 3361 40
Q 521 33 x 1 0
Figure 4-2: Six together structures in the chess application. The first and second
columns are either piece types or pointers to other together structures (S=space,
P=white pawn, N=white bishop, B=white knight, R=white rook, Q=white queen,
K=white king, number=reference to another together structure). The second two
columns contain the piece location (the 64 squares of the chess board are numbered
0-63, x=reference to another together structure). The last two columns indicate the
number of times that this position has led to a win for white and black, respectively.
For example, the second together structure "Q K 27 60 1 0" can be read as: "There
is one game in which white wins (column 5) when the white queen (column 1) is on
square 27 (column 3) and the white king (column 2) is on square 60 (column 4)."
4.5 The program with access to together struc-
tures makes moves that favor winning board
positions
Once the together structures are created from the games played by the random chess
player against itself, a new chess program is created that is given access to these
together structures (this player will be referred to as Tplayer from now on).
The Tplayer chooses a move by generating every possible move and then matching
the together structures against the resulting board positions. The Tplayer selects the
move that results in the board position that matches the most number of together
structures that predict that the Tplayer will win. Approximately 2000 together struc-
tures match every board position. A small fraction of the together structures that
match the board after white's rightmost pawn moves one square forward in the first
move of the game is shown in Figure 4-3.
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Piece 1 Piece 2 X-1 Y-1 X-2 Y-2
Figure 4-3: A small fraction of the two domain element together structures that match
the board after white's rightmost pawn moves one square forward in the first move
of the game . In the first and second columns S stands for space, P stands for pawn,
N stands for knight, B stands for bishop, R stands for rook, Q stands for Queen, and
K stands for King. The final four columns show the x and y coordinates of the board
position. The lower left hand corner of white's side of the board is (0,0).
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4.6 Together structures improve chess playing abil-
ity
To test the quality of the together structures, the random chess program played
against the Tplayer. The Tplayer chooses the move which leads to the board position
which matches the greatest number of together structures that indicate a win for the
Tplayer. For example, if the Tplayer has the white pieces and a together structure
indicates that a board position has led to five wins for white and three for black, the
score of that board position is incremented.
A total of 149 games have been played between the Tplayer and the random
player. The Tplayer won two of the games and the random player won none. The
rest of the games were drawn. The moves for the first game the TPlayer won are
shown in Figure 4-4.
The games that resulted in draws all ended with an overwhelming advantage for
the TPlayer. Using the standard scoring scheme2 the average final score of the Tplayer
was 21.9 versus one point for the random player. So the Tplayer had the equivalent
of one queen, one rook, one bishop, one knight, and slightly under two pawns at the
end of the drawn games while the average player had the equivalent of one pawn.
One such drawn game is shown in Figure 4-5.
4.7 Discussion
An examination of the together structures and the Tplayer's "strategy" suggests that:
* The TPlayer plays very conservatively. It rarely moves its back row pieces
during the beginning of the game.
* The TPlayer prefers placing the queen in the center of the board.
2 Nine points for a queen, five points for a rook, three points for a bishop or a knight, and one
point for a pawn
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1. h3 e6 40.
2. c3 f5 41.
3. c4 h6 42.
4. d4 Nc6 43.
5. a4 Qg5 44.
6. e4 Ne5 45.
7. exf5 Rb8 46.
8. fxe6 Nf6 47.
9. e7 Qg4 48.
10. exf8=B Qe2+ 49.
11. Qxe2 Rh7 50.
12. Qdl Rh8 51.
13. Be7 b5 52.
14. Bf8 Nd3+ 53.








































Figure 4-4: The moves of the first game won by the TPlayer. Note that the Tplayer
repeats the same two moves between move 27 and 52.
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-Black: 5:0011A11-11
Figure 4-5: The final board position of a game between the Tplayer (white) and the
random player (black) which illustrates the conservative play of the Tplayer. In this
position, the Tplayer has yet to move most of its back row pieces from their initial
starting positions.
The board position in Figure 4-5 illustrates the first point and the board position
in Figure 4-6 illustrates the second.
Why does the together structure strategy learn these two chess concepts? In
the training games (random player vs. random player) a piece that moves into the
opponent's territory has a greater chance of being taken. So, the games which result
in wins are, on average, the ones in which one of the players has kept its pieces outside
of the enemy's territory. This is why the together structures encode a "conservative"
strategy.
The second concept is learned from several games in which the queen plays an
active role in mating from the center of the board. The final position of one such
game is shown in Figure 4-7.
4.8 Related work
Beginning with Shannon's classic paper [62], an extraordinary amount of work has
been done at the intersection of computer science and chess. Readers interested in
a general introduction should consult Levy and Newborn [41], Newborn [48], and
Berliner and Beal [7]. Here I concentrate on describing three lines of research that






Figure 4-6: The final board position of game between the Tplayer (white) and the
random player (black) which illustrates the Tplayer's preference for moving the queen
into the middle of the board. In this position, the black king is checkmated.
rtn. ý.de •-Itl- (•t. wLt-m lip
Black: 5:00
It+
Figure 4-7: The final position of a game between the random player and itself. The
centralized queen motif is repeated to good effect when the Tplayer plays against the
random player, as illustrated in Figure 4-6.
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jWhite: 5:
Quinlan [55] develops a decision tree system for determining whether a small set of
chess endgames are won or lost. Like the together structure system, the decision tree
statically evaluates a position without performing a time consuming search. Quinlan
investigates several different types of representations to determine which produce the
smallest, fastest decision trees. The attributes he derives to represent the chessboard
are all at a significantly higher level of abstraction than the piece position representa-
tion used by the together structure system. For example, one attribute is true exactly
when the black King cannot move on the next move. Another attribute is: "white
rook is safe from reprisal 2-ply by the black king if white king takes the knight or
threatens to do so." The decision tree for one of the endgames runs approximately
an order of magnitude faster than a specialized search routine.
Quinlan's program solves a problem that is slightly different from the one ad-
dressed by the together structure system. Quinlan is interested in creating perfect
decision trees that always correctly classify a position into the won, lost, or draw
categories. As such, his system takes as input an exhaustive list of all board posi-
tions, along with an indication of which category each position belongs to, and then
creates a decision tree that compresses this data. Quinlan's system would not work
in middle games because the set of possible positions is too large to enumerate. The
together structure system avoids this complication by settling for creating heuristic
rules that are generated from a very small subset of the total number of possible
board positions.
Donninger [14] describes a graphical language for expressing chess knowledge
which was developed with the goal of providing a tool that would enable chess ex-
perts to download their chess knowledge into a chess program without programming.
The system allows the user to directly and graphically express three boolean rela-
tions: not, or, and and. This boolean language is used to define "patterns" which
are then coupled with lists of good moves and weak moves called "advice." This
pairing of patterns and advice is very similar to the one in the together structure
system. The primary difference lies in how the patterns and advice are generated.
In Donninger's system the information is added to the system by a human expert
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while in the together structure system the pattern/advice pairs are learned from ex-
amples. Donninger, unfortunately, does not report any experiments which provide a
quantitative account of how much the system improves after the graphical language
is added.
For an extended period of time, Levinson [39, 26, 40] has pursued the goal of
creating a "fully domain-independent single-agent and multi-agent heuristic search
system." He has developed a chess playing program called MORPH, which like the
together structure system, uses a very simple representation to capture information
about which moves in a given position are likely to lead to winning outcomes. Its
pattern language specifies attacking and defending relationships amongst pieces and
square. Unfortunately, like the together structure system, Morph does not achieve a
high level of playing ability. Levinson does not report any experiments which provide




In this chapter I summarize the contributions of this work, describe related research,
and discuss how this work might be extended.
5.1 Summary of contributions
This research makes the following contributions:
First, the together system gives a proof by example that a weak learning algorithm
coupled with a simple representation can capture performance improving information
in three domains. By allowing the data to speak for itself, without imposing restrictive
a priori assumptions, the together structure system has the opportunity to learn
previously unrecognized regularities.
Second, the together structure system locates large sets of regularity capturing
domain elements in a computationally efficient manner.
Third, the together structure system builds models with thousands of parameters.
The performance of the system suggests that for some purposes this may be preferable
to hand-crafting highly structured representations and ad hoc learning algorithms that
focus on capturing only the few most salient features of a domain.
Fourth, each of the three domain applications of together structures makes a
contribution to the domain. The stock market application described in Chapter 3
generated a trading strategy that has been implemented in real time. The information
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retrieval application described in Chapter 2 produced a thesaurus of related items
that has been incorporated into an information retrieval engine that is part of the
START project. The chess application described in Chapter 4 suggests that brute
force methods are not the only way to improve chess performance.
5.2 Related work
This section describes how marginal attribution, causal discovery programs, and con-
cept learning systems are similar to and different from together structures. Related
work for each of the applications is found in the corresponding chapters.
5.2.1 Marginal attribution
Drescher[15], motivated by Piagetian constructivism, invented an induction algo-
rithm, called marginal attribution, which collects frequency information about pairs
of actions and results.
The marginal attribution algorithm is similar to the together structure mecha-
nism in at least two ways. First, within the scope of their respective representations,
both do exhaustive data collection. The marginal attribution algorithm records in-
formation about every action and result pair, while the together mechanism collects
information about every pair of domain elements. There is little bias or selection built
into either algorithm. Second, both approaches store simple frequency information.
Small changes in these frequencies do not qualitatively alter the behavior of the sys-
tems, thus both mechanisms avoid some of the brittleness associated with applying
thresholds to statistical measures.
There are also important differences between the two approaches. Drescher has a
strong idealogical stance that prohibits him from taking advantage of built-in knowl-
edge or domain-specific biases, and, even more importantly, appears to have prevented
him from providing a mechanism for incorporating this type of knowledge into his
learning system which, although it may never have been used by him, may have been
exploited by others. This work, on the other hand, is not based on such a theo-
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retical bias and, in fact, most of the applications are expected to take advantage of
domain-specific knowledge. One expected result of this difference between the two
approaches is that together structures will be effective in solving real-world problems
that are of practical interest, while Drescher's mechanism overwhelmed a Connection
Machine CM2 computer while running in a simple world because it had to discover
the simplest concepts from examples.
Second, the together mechanism is a passive observer which collects information
from examples, while Drescher's system is implemented in an active observer which
can, among other activities, focus on a particular action and result pair and thus
collect information on it. The advantage of Drescher's approach is that this targeting,
if accurate, can lead to faster improvements in performance. There are at least two
disadvantages, however. First, it requires an additional control mechanism which
allocates time between two qualitatively different behaviors. Second, in some domains
this may not be possible. In the written text domain, for example, implementing the
exploratory behavior would require having a teacher which can generate descriptions
with particular properties.
5.2.2 Causality
Although the program described in this paper is not an implementation of a theory
of causal inference, some of the problems encountered here are similar to those that
have been partially addressed by research on causality.
In a wide-ranging thesis, Pazzani[51] describes a hybrid approach for inferring
causal relationships. Pazzani clearly favors strong methods that provide substantial
bias over the weak methods that are championed in this paper, and that is one of the
important distinctions between our two approaches. Pazzani's approach has a short
term performance advantage on specific problems and, indeed, the examples in the
thesis are quite impressive, but over the long term and over a broad range of problems
we would place our bets on weak methods.
Bozsahin and Findler[8] discuss a method for learning causal relations from episodic
text which they implement in a program called NEXUS. This work is the most similar
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to the one described here. There are several important differences, however. Bozsahin
and Findler are interested in causal relations, not co-occurrences, and they use a set
of handwritten causal heuristics in their program. As such, they make an intellectual
commitment to causality and its underlying philosophical underpinnings, a commit-
ment that we do not share. Their representations, both for the written text and for
causal explanations, are much richer than together structures and were specifically
created to facilitate reasoning about causal relationships. Their paper concludes with
an excellent discussion of the shortcomings of their own work and of previous work
on inferring causal relationships.
Glymour, Scheines, Spirtes, and Kelly[22] describe the Tetrad algorithm for uncov-
ering causal relations in structured numerical data. In contrast, the work on together
structures, as illustrated by the application to language understanding, places a much
greater emphasis on domains in which domain elements cannot be adequately mea-
sured numerically and in which the number of domain elements can be very large.
The book contains an excellent discussion of the philosophical and scientific issues
that lie at the core of research on causal modeling and scientific induction.
Pearl[52], a pioneer in the field of reasoning under uncertainty, has proposed many
methods for using known probabilities to compute unknown probabilities. Pearl's
work presupposes that some probabilities are already known by the system. This
work, in contrast, focuses on finding these initial probabilities. So, Pearl's systems
could be layered on top of a together structure memory or used as a facilitating
mechanism in certain tasks. Furthermore, one important distinction between the
work of Pearl and the other work mentioned in this section is that Pearl appears to
consider the problem of uncovering causal relationships to be a problem of deduction
rather than induction.
5.2.3 Concept learning
The field of concept learning, best characterized by the work of Quinlan[54], concerns
itself, in large part, with generating highly accurate predictive systems. These systems
typically take as input an instance in the form of a set of attribute/value pairs and
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produce as output a prediction.
Neural networks have been employed in a dizzyingly wide variety of applications
including protein structure prediction [31, 36, 57], financial time series analysis [72,
34, 33, 37], chemical engineering [43, 24, 25], manufacturing [44, 4], and
These systems, like together structures, attempt to uncover regularities in streams
of data. Unlike together structures, however, concept learning algorithms are gen-
erally created once the variable that is to be predicted has been determined. In
addition, together structures, unlike most concept learning systems, explicitly store
information about negative cases which facilitates reasoning about explanations.
5.2.4 Atkeson's memory-based system
Atkeson and his colleagues[5, 6, 46] have developed a memory-based control system
that has been applied to many tasks, including devil stick juggling, billiards shot
selection, and container filling. This system learns a forward model, a function which
returns a behavior given a state and action, and an inverse model, a function which
returns an action given a state and a behavior, by observing the action of a robot
over repeated trials of the same task.
The system uses a feedback loop to select regions of the space to explore, thus
allocating resources more efficiently than a static or open loop system. Time is
not spent on learning regions of the space that are linear (because they are correctly
approximated by a linear estimator from very few data points) and, instead, attention
is focused on the non-linear regions of the space.
Atkeson notes that the system exhibits several desirable characteristics:
* The system automatically locates critical dimensions of the input space. Critical
parts of the space are represented with high resolution (i.e., many data points)
while less important regions of the space are represented at a coarser level of
resolution.
* The locally weighted regression scheme automatically returns an uncertainty
estimate that can be used to greatly reduce search time by focusing exploration
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on regions of the space that have poor uncertainty estimates.
* Because the system stores exhaustive traces of previous experiments, it never
repeats the same error.
* As a group, the local weighted linear regressions form a non-linear model of
the space. This non-linear model is generated very quickly (compared to, say,
neural networks [58, 27] and genetic algorithms[30, 23]) and it is not subject to
local minima problems because it locates the model analytically without doing
search.
* Using the model in real-time is computationally expensive because it requires
fast access to a large memory of previous experiments.
The Atkeson approach and together structures are similar along several dimen-
sions. First, they share a common architecture. Both create large memories that
are composed of largely unmodified observations' and then probe this memory to
determine which action to take. Atkeson's system creates a local model around the
probe in real time while the together structure system pre-computes the desired ac-
tion. Second, both systems are strongly data centered. A priori assumptions about
the structure and distribution of the data are kept to a minimum and, hence, both
systems fall under the rubric of weak learning systems.
There are several fundamental distinctions between Atkeson's approach and to-
gether structures. First, Atkeson's system generates new data points by experiment-
ing. In the three together structure applications described in this thesis, the data
is exogeneously provided and fixed. The together structure system, unlike Atkeson's
system, contains no mechanism for intelligently exploring the space to locate exam-
ples that would improve performance. Second, the together structure system can
work with a variety of different types of domain elements, while Atkeson's system
operates only in real spaces. For domains in which there is no clear mapping onto
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1Atkeson calls this "raw data."
the real numbers (such as chess and information retrieval) Atkeson's linear regression
approach would have to be modified.
5.2.5 Data mining
Data mining [53] is a field which is dedicated to locating and describing regularities
in large databases. It is a component of a larger process, often called knowledge
discovery in databases, which includes, in addition to data mining, preprocessing and
evaluating data (see Figure 5-1).
Agrawal, Imielinski, and Swami [1] describe three different types of database min-
ing:
1. Classification. The classification task requires finding explicit tests that parti-
tion examples into disjoint classes. One of the best known such algorithms is
Quinlan's C4 [54].
2. Associations. Learning associations involves learning rules of the form: x -* y
with probability p. An example of such a rule is: "80% of all clients who buy
bread also buy butter."
3. Sequences. When a database contains ordered data, such as stock market prices,
sequences of events can be extracted. An example of such a rule is: "Civil wars
conflicts are preceded by civil conflict 80% of the time."
Important applications have been developed, implemented, and employed in all
three categories.
Among categorization applications, one stand out is the Financial Crimes Enforce-
ment Network [61] which examines bank transactions and alerts users to transactions
that may involve laundering.
In the association category, Mannila, Toivonen, and Verkamo [42] describe an
application on a telephone company fault management database which has 30,000
examples and 210 attributes per example. This database is significant larger than
those found in the UCI Machine Learning Depository, a popular database of databases
that is often used to benchmark concept learning algorithms.
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Figure 5-1: Steps in knowledge discovery. This thesis focuses on data mining, one of
the critical steps in the knowledge discovery process.
In the sequence category, LBS Capital Management, an Inc. 500 firm, has de-
veloped a hybrid algorithm that combines expert systems, genetic algorithms and
neural networks to manage a portfolio that exceeds half a billion dollars [28]. Since
inception, their system has outperformed the broad stock market on a risk-adjusted
basis. The application described in Chapter 3 of this thesis is also an example of such
an application.
5.3 Potential next steps
In this section, I describe modifications that could be made to improve the system's
performance.
5.3.1 Improving the together structure selection function
In each of the three applications described in this thesis, a critical step of the together
structure procedure involves choosing which together structure to apply. In the stock
market domain, described in Chapter 3, the together structure with the highest accu-
racy selects the fund to invest in. In the chess domain, described in Chapter 4, each
together structure is given equal weight
A better selection function would combine aspects of both of these selection func-
tions. This selection function would weigh better together structures more heavily,
as in the stock market application, and would give some weight to all of the together
structures that match the current example, as in the chess application.
To reduce this question to mathematical form, the selection procedure should be
able to estimate P(W-A&B) given P(W-A) and P(W-B). A and B are together
structures that match the current example and W is one of two possible outcomes for
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the current example. Imagine, for example, that there are two outcomes for a chess
game, a win for white or a loss for white, and that two together structures match the
current board position. P(W-A) and P(W-B) are given by the frequencies that
the together structures carry.
The key issue in generating a formula for P(W-A&B) is to decide which assump-
tion to make. Note that, provided that P(W-A) and P(W-B) are neither 0 nor 1,
this probability can range between 0 and 1. For example, suppose that W is "The
Cowboys win the football game" and A is "The Cowboys outscore their opponents
in the first half" and B is "The Cowboys outscore their opponents in the second
half" then P(W-A&B)=l no matter what P(W-A) and P(W-B) are. Similarly,
if A is "The opposing team outscores the Cowboys in the first half" and B is "The
opposing team outscores the Cowboys in the second half" then P(W-A&B)=O no
matter what P(W-A) and P(W-B) are.
Fortunately, assuming that P(W&A) and that P(W&B) are independent, then:
P(WjA&B) = ab/(ab + (1 - a)(1 - b)) (5.1)
where a =P(W-A) and b =P(W-b).
A plot of this function is shown in Figure 5-2.
I expect that this selection function would lead to the greatest improvement in the
chess domain. In the stock market domain, the best selection function would satisfy
some economic criteria, such as maximizing expected returns.
Even this selection function, however, is not the best that can be imagined. For
example, suppose that because of poor sampling the together structure estimates that
P(W-A)=0 when in fact P(W-A)=0.0001. Then, whenever A matches the current
example, P(W)=0 if equation 5.1 is applied, no matter how many other together
structures that predict that W is very likely match the current situation. One way to
address this problem would be to assume some prior on the conditional probabilities






Figure 5-2: The function f(a, b) (ab (1-ab -b)) The x axis is a, the y axis is b, and(ab+ (1-ba)
the z axis is f. This function describes what is the probability that an event will
occur, given that there are two together structures that predict that the event will
occur. One together structure predicts that the event will occur with probability a
and the other predicts that the event will occur with probability b.
5.3.2 Soft matches might improve performance
Together structures are currently updated only if they match an example exactly. A
line of work in articial intelligence, typified by the fuzzy logic field[71], suggests that
soft matches might improve performance.
The inability to perform soft matches is particularly glaring in the stock market
application, described in Chapter 3. In this application, stock market returns are
divided into bins. A stock market return which is very close to the edge of a bin is
counted as being a full member of that bin. However, because the endpoints of the
bins are determined empirically, a small change in the data set might cause significant
changes in which regularities are uncovered by the together structure system.
One way to address this issue would be to assign a graded membership score to
several bins that would be inversely proportional to a distance metric so that bins
that were closer to the stock market return would have a higher membership score
than those that are far away. Note that this would not require changing the frequency
counts in the together structures, although their interpretation would have to change.
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5.3.3 Creating a category hierarchy could improve infer-
ences
The together structure representation, as described in this thesis, is flat: there are no
hierarchies of objects. There is a single representational unit, the together structure,
which contains recursively nested domain elements.
Creating hierarchies, or groups of together structures that belong to a single class,
might improve inference capabilities. For example, suppose that the system had
previously determined, by some method, that two together structures worked well in
the same situations, say in predicting the result of chess end games with one bishop.
Then, if evidence was collected that one together structure also performed well in
another situation, say chess end games with two bishops, then it could be inferred
that the other together structure would also work well in that situation.
How might these categories be automatically created? One idea is to implement
the following heuristic: together structures that work well in many of the same situa-
tions can be considered to be members of the same category. This idea is illustrated
in Figure 5-3.
How might this idea be implemented in practice? Consider the set of sentences
shown in Figure 5-4. Suppose that this sentences were typed into a together structure
system similar to the one described in Chapter 2 which parses sentences into subject-
relation-object triples and then stores co-occurrence information about co-occurrences
of these triples in together structures.
Now suppose that the system is given as input the three segments in Figure 5-5.
These three segments are identical to the first three segments of Figure 5-4 except
that "John" has been replaced by "Sally". Because "John" and "Sally" have identical
relations to multiple objects, they could be grouped together in a single category.
If this category formation took place then in answer to the question: "Sally broke
her leg. She goes to the hospital. Does she have a high fever?" the system could
conclude that Sally does not have a high fever because in the fourth sentence of
Figure 5-4 John, in an identical situation, did not have a high fever.
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Figure 5-3: Two objects, shown in dark circles, which have identical relations to
the same objects can be considered to be members of the same category. By ap-
plying this heuristic across the together structure memory, an IS-A hierarchy can be
automatically generated.
* John is sick. He goes to the hospital.
* John is sick. He broke his leg. He goes to the hospital.
* John is sick. He has a high temperature. He goes to the hospital.
* John broke his leg. He goes to the hospital. He does not have a high tempera-
ture.
Figure 5-4: A set of sentences that, when processed by the together structure system,
establish a set of relationships for the subject "John".
1. Sally is sick. She goes to the hospital.
2. Sally is sick. She broke his leg. She goes to the hospital.
3. Sally is sick. She has a high temperature. She goes to the hospital.
Figure 5-5: Three sentences that are identical to the first three sentences in Figure 5-4
except that "Sally" has been replaced by "John." Because "Sally" and "John" have




In practice, the situation would not be as simple as the one given in this example.
For example, subjects would not have identical relations to multiple objects. So some
form of heuristic cutoff (e.g., "If two subjects have identical relations to no fewer than
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